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Abstract

This thesis studies the effectiveness of bio-inspired optimization algorithms in controlling adaptive antenna arrays. Smart antennas are able to automatically extract the desired signal from interferer signals and external noise. The angular pattern depends on the number of antenna elements, their geometrical arrangement, and their relative amplitude and phases. In the present work different antenna geometries are tested and compared when their array weights are optimized by different techniques. First, the Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms are used to find the best set of phases between antenna elements to obtain a desired antenna pattern. This pattern must meet several restraints, for example: Maximizing the power of the main lobe at a desired direction while keeping nulls towards interferers. A series of experiments show that the PSO achieves better and more consistent radiation patterns than the GA in terms of the total area of the antenna pattern. A second set of experiments use the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio as the fitness function of optimization algorithms to find the array weights that configure a rectangular array. The results suggest an advantage in performance by reducing the number of iterations taken by the PSO, thus lowering the computational cost. During the development of this thesis, it was found that the initial states and particular parameters of the optimization algorithms affected their overall outcome. The third part of this work deals with the meta-optimization of these parameters to achieve the best results independently from particular initial parameters. Four algorithms were studied: Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, Simulated Annealing and Hill Climb. It was found that the meta-optimization algorithms Local Unimodal Sampling and Pattern Search performed better to set the initial parameters and obtain the best performance of the bio-inspired methods studied.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In the last few years, the use of mobile and wireless communication devices like mobile phones, global positioning systems and personal digital assistants has increased in such a way that the network bandwidth is affected. One way to tackle this problem is to design antenna architectures that meet the requirements of communication systems. In the recent years, antenna designers have benefited from the use of simulation software tools that allow the exploration of a large variety of configurations before fabrication. A large variety of antennas have been developed to date [1, 2, 3]; they range from simple structures such as monopoles and dipoles to complex structures such as phased arrays. One way to improve the capabilities of an antenna is to consider a set of individual elements in a geometrical configuration creating an antenna array; the overall radiation pattern of the array is obtained with the summation of each radiated field of every individual element. The interaction amongst all radiation patterns depends on the geometry of the array (number of elements, distance between elements, etc.), where the pattern of the elements should interfere constructively in the direction of the signals-of-interest (SOI) and destructively in any other direction or signals-not-of-interest (SNOI). Amongst others, one of the characteristics that determines the shape of the radiation pattern is the geometric configuration of the array (linear, rectangular, circular, etc.). Numerous studies of antenna array geometries have
been conducted in the past [4, 5], where, due to their symmetry, uniform circular arrays (UCA) were found to have advantages over other geometries in terms of scanning abilities. These advantages motivated the work presented in this thesis in Chapter 4 where a Uniform Circular Array is considered and its geometric structure is modified. The circular configuration is rearranged in such a way that one of the elements is placed in the centre of the array. As shown by the results in [6], compared to the original UCA, this modification allows better values of directivity and half-power beamwidth to be obtained.

Another way to solve the problems faced by wireless communication systems is to employ smart antennas. Smart antennas are systems that combine multiple antenna elements in order to automatically optimize their radiation pattern in response to the signal environment. Smart antennas are able to extract the desired signal from interferer signals and external noise. This is achieved by radiating power toward a particular direction and excluding undesired signals from other incidence angles. Although the concept of smart antennas has been around since 1950, the technology required to implement them has only emerged in the last few years. The development of digital signal processing permits smart antennas to execute operations digitally which were once done by analog hardware. As mentioned previously, the radiation pattern of an antenna array can be controlled by changing the characteristics of the system, for example the relative amplitude and phases of the array elements depend on the angular pattern that must be achieved. By changing the relative phases of array elements, a process called steering, an array is capable of focusing its main beam towards a particular direction. This manipulation of the phases of each element is achieved by signal processing; thus, an algorithm running in a computer control or intelligence calculating these phases is needed. Due to the recent development of modern computers, the application of numerical optimization techniques to antenna design has become possible. Evolutionary optimization algorithms have been applied to adapting the response of an antenna array in order to reject interference. Genetic algorithms have been used to tune the amplitude and phase of adaptive antenna arrays in order to place nulls in the directions of undesired signals [7, 8]. Other bio-inspired algorithms like the Bees Algorithm have also been used for the pattern synthesis
of a linear antenna array with prescribed nulls [9]. Moreover, algorithms like the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [10] also have been found to be effective. In [11], PSO was used to reconfigure phase-differentiated array antennas by finding element excitations that produce a main beam with low sidelobes. These developments in the bio-inspired arena motivated the research done in this thesis in Chapter 5, where the use of the Particle Swarm Optimization technique to find the optimal radiation pattern of an adaptive antenna is investigated.

During the development of this thesis, it was found that the performance of an optimization algorithm to solve a given problem depends heavily on its initial parameters. To enhance the effectiveness of the algorithm, these parameters should be carefully selected according to the problem to be solved. For example, the GA has crossover and mutation rates which will affect the overall ability of the algorithm to converge to the desired solution. By modifying these parameters, a good balance between exploration and exploitation can be achieved. Traditionally, the behavioural parameters have been chosen according to numerous experiments done by researchers. Parameters can also be selected according to mathematical analysis as shown in [12], in which the PSO algorithm is analysed and graphical parameter selection guidelines are provided. The selection of parameters can be divided in two cases: parameter tuning and parameter control [13]. In parameter control the parameter values change during the optimization run. An initial parameter value is needed and it has to suit the control strategies which can be deterministic, adaptive, or self-adaptive [14]. On the other hand, in parameter tuning the values do not change during the run but there are still a large number of combinations depending on the number of parameters (variables). In the last chapter of this thesis, the parameters of algorithms Differential Evolution, Simulated Annealing, Hill Climb and Particle Swarm Optimization are selected using a technique called meta-optimization. This process consists of using another optimization algorithm to find good behavioural parameters. Meta-optimization allows for an objective way to find the most suitable set of parameters for a given optimization method and problem to be solved. Different antenna problems like maximizing the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, are solved using meta-optimized parameters. Moreover, antenna synthesis
problems proposed in the literature [15], namely the optimization of distances between antenna elements, are tackled as well using meta-optimization techniques to enhance the efficiency and efficacy of optimization algorithms.

1.2 Research Goals

The aim of this thesis is to investigate different approaches for using bio-inspired algorithms to enhance the capabilities of smart antennas. This is achieved by proposing strategies to improve the effectiveness of these algorithms when tackling adaptive antenna array problems. The main objectives of this work can be summarized in the following points:

1. To understand the geometrical characteristics of antenna arrays and how they determine the shape of their radiation pattern. This is carried out by analysing different antenna configurations, particularly uniform circular arrays. To carry out measurements of directivity, half-power beamwidth and sidelobe levels to provide a better understanding of the effect that displacement of the antenna elements have on the overall performance. To study the effect that these geometrical changes have on the range of frequencies at which the antenna can transmit.

2. To study the feasibility of using bio-inspired algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithms among others to obtain the optimal antenna radiation pattern for a given problem. One possible requirement being the steering of the main beam towards a certain direction while keeping low power levels in the direction of interferers. In particular, to examine the process of digitally shifting the phase weights of an adaptive antenna array. To investigate different approaches of computing the appropriate fitness function in order to obtain the best performance of each algorithm. To carry out a comparison of the different algorithmic approaches suggested in the past and draw conclusions about their performance. Specifically in terms of the number of fitness function evaluations which are of paramount importance in real-time systems like mobile devices.
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3. To investigate and implement different strategies to enhance the effectiveness of optimization algorithms. To apply these strategies to a number of optimization algorithms in order to compare their efficiency and efficacy. To carry out a statistical analysis of the data obtained.

4. To provide a better understanding of the impact initial parameters have on the ability of optimization algorithms to find the best solution to adaptive antenna array problems. To generate and provide data that can be used in the development and implementation of smart antenna systems.

1.3 Thesis Overview

This thesis is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 presents a general overview of smart antennas and their importance in wireless communication systems. The fundamentals of antenna arrays are also described including the definition of figures like directivity, half-power beamwidth, sidelobe level, etc. The basic antenna array geometry configurations are also explained. Linear, rectangular and circular antenna arrays are discussed and their mathematical description is presented. Additionally, a break down of the formula for obtaining the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio is provided.

- Chapter 3 describes the optimization algorithms used throughout this thesis. These algorithms are: Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) which will be used in Chapters 5 and 6. Differential Evolution (DE), Simulated Annealing (SA), Hill Climb (HC), Pattern Search (PS) and Local Unimodal Sampling (LUS) are studied in Chapter 7 for meta-optimization.

- In Chapter 4, an analysis of the effect of a central antenna element on the radiation pattern in a uniform circular antenna arrays is presented. A modification of the array geometry is considered in which one of the antenna elements is placed in the centre of the array. The corresponding
array factor is adjusted to describe the geometric configuration that includes the central antenna element. Array configurations with different numbers of antenna elements are tested and the results on directivity and half-power beamwidth are presented. Using simulation software, a 6-element circular antenna array was designed and the directivity for a range of frequencies was obtained. Moreover, additional results were obtained for a range of transmission frequencies and for different phases of the central element.

- Chapter 5 shows the process of obtaining an optimal radiation pattern for a linear antenna array using the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. In order to control the main beam and to steer it towards a desired direction while keeping null at interferers a set of phase shift weights is generated. The fitness function that allows the calculations of the phase shift weights is presented and a comparison between the standard genetic algorithm and the particle swarm optimization is provided.

- Chapter 6 describes the use of the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to generate a set of array weights for a uniform planar rectangular array. The aim is to maximize the power towards a desired direction while minimizing it in the direction of interferers. A fitness function based on the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio is employed. The results are compared with those obtained by the Genetic Algorithm.

- In Chapter 7, the initial parameters of the algorithms Differential Evolution, Simulated Annealing, Hill Climb and Particle Swarm Optimization are selected using a technique called meta-optimization. A group of algorithms, namely Pattern Search, Local Unimodal Sampling as well as DE and PSO are selected to act as a second layer of optimization over the mentioned techniques. Meta-landscapes, as well as statistics, are obtained for each meta-optimization experiment. A similar antenna problem to that considered in the previous chapters is solved using the obtained meta-optimized parameters.

- Chapter 8 presents a summary and the conclusions of this thesis including the main contributions of this research.
Chapter 2

Literature Review: Antennas

This chapter provides a general overview of smart antennas and their role in mobile communication systems. The fundamentals of antenna arrays are described as they will be used throughout this thesis. Figures-of-merit like directivity, half-power beamwidth, sidelobe level etc. are explained along with the basic antenna array configurations. The geometry of antenna arrays: linear, rectangular and circular are discussed as well as their mathematical description. In the final section, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio is described.

2.1 Smart Antennas

A smart antenna system combines multiple antenna elements to optimize its radiation and/or reception pattern automatically in response to the signal environment. Adaptive antennas are able to automatically extract the desired signal from interferer signals and external noise. This is achieved by radiation power towards a particular direction and excluding undesired signals from other incidence angles [16]. This concept is shown in Figure 2.1.

Although the technology required to execute large number of calculations is new, the concept of smart antennas emerged in the late 50s [17]. The use of multiple antennas together with a complex signal processing unit has been applied in defence systems [16]. These systems had a high cost which prevented them from being used commercially. It was only in recent years that new technolo-
gies like digital signal processing (DSP) permitted adaptive arrays to perform digitally where this was once implemented in analog hardware [18]. This can be achieved by using digital-to-analog converters connected to antenna elements controlled by a range of voltages [19]. DSP can be implemented using field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) allowing parallel processing which would make the signal processing run faster. Software-based algorithms have also made smart antennas practical for wireless communications. The global demand for cellular communications systems and wireless sensor networks justifies the development of intelligent antennas so as to increase the coverage area, maintain a high quality of service and eliminate interference with other users.

The goal of a smart antenna system is to augment the signal quality through a more focused transmission of its radio signal, thus providing higher system capacities. This allows higher signal-to-interference ratios, lower power levels, and permits greater frequency reuse. This concept is called space division multiple access (SDMA) [16]. Another benefit of smart antennas is spatial diversity. Information from the array is used to minimize the effective delay spread of the channel allowing higher data rates by nulling multipath signals. Higher data rates reduce fading in the received signal and suppress co-channel interference. Multipath reduction not only benefits wireless communications but also applies
to applications of radar systems. These are only a few benefits of smart antennas. In short, the following list enumerates some of their advantages [20]:

- Reduction of sidelobe levels or null steering
- Increased frequency reuse
- Blind adaptation
- Improved direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
- Improved array resolution
- Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) compatibility
- Tracking of moving sources
- Increased degrees of freedom

Smart antenna patterns are controlled via algorithms based on certain criteria. This criteria could be maximizing the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), minimizing the variance, minimizing the mean-square error (MSE), steering towards a desired signal, nulling interfering signals etc. When using adaptive algorithms, the digital beamforming process is referred to as adaptive beamforming. A diagram of typical adaptive antenna array is shown in Figure 2.2. The array consists in a set of antenna elements connected to a receiver through amplitude and phase shift weights. By using an adaptive algorithm, the antenna is capable of adjust itself to a changing signal environment.

### 2.2 Figures-of-merit in Array Theory

A typical antenna pattern is shown in Figure 2.3 as a polar plot in linear units. The main lobe (or main beam) is the lobe containing the direction of maximum radiation. There are also usually a series of lobes smaller than the main lobe. Any lobe other than the main lobe is called a minor lobe. A side lobe is defined as a radiation lobe in any direction other than that of the intended lobe [20].
2.2.1 Directivity

The directivity is a figure-of-merit describing how well the radiator directs energy in a certain direction. The directivity of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the
radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the radiation intensity averaged over all directions. The average radiation intensity is equal to the total power radiated by the antenna divided by $4\pi$. In other words, the directivity is the ratio of the power density of an anisotropic antenna relative to an isotropic antenna radiation in the same total power. If the direction is not specified, the direction of maximum radiation intensity is implied [21]. In mathematical form, it can be written as

$$D = \frac{U}{U_0} = \frac{4\pi U}{P_{rad}} \quad (2.1)$$

where

- $D$ = directivity (dimensionless)
- $U$ = power density (W/unit solid angle)
- $U_0$ = radiation intensity of isotropic source (W/unit solid angle)
- $P_{rad}$ = total radiated power (W)

By substituting the radiation intensity in Equation 2.1, the directivity can be written as

$$D(\theta, \phi) = \frac{4\pi \ U(\theta, \phi)}{\int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} U(\theta, \phi) \sin(\theta) \ d\theta d\phi} \quad (2.2)$$

The maximum directivity, denoted by $D_0$ is a constant and is the maximum of Equation 2.2. Thus, the maximum directivity is obtained by calculating the maximum radiation intensity

$$D_0 = \frac{4\pi \ U_{max}}{\int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} U(\theta, \phi) \sin(\theta) \ d\theta d\phi} \quad (2.3)$$

In an isotropic element, the directivity is equal to 1 since they radiate equally in all directions and therefore are not directive. In addition to directivity, the radiation pattern of an antenna is also characterized by its beamwidth and side-lobe levels as discussed in the following subsections.
2.2.2 Half-Power Beamwidth

The Half-Power Beamwidth (HPBW) is defined as: “In a plane containing the direction of the maximum of a beam, the angle between the two directions in which the radiation intensity is one-half the maximum value of the beam.” [20]

The HPBW is measured from the 3-dB points of a radiation pattern. The HPBW is the angle between the 3-dB points. Since this is a power pattern, the 3-dB points are also the half power points. [16]. The beamwidth of the antenna is a very important figure-of-merit. The smaller the HPBW is, the easier it is to avoid interference from undesired signals.

2.2.3 Sidelobe Level

In most cases the main lobe is the intended lobe and thus the minor lobes are side lobes. A measure of how well the power is concentrated into the main lobe is the (relative) Side-Lobe Level (SLL) which is the ratio of the pattern value of a side lobe peak to the pattern value of the main lobe.

2.2.4 Array Factor

One of the most important functions in array theory is the Array Factor (AF). The array factor is a function of the positions of the antennas in the array and the weights used. By tailoring these parameters, the array performance may be optimized to achieve desirable properties. For instance, the array can be steered (change the direction of maximum radiation or reception) by changing the weights [22].

2.3 Antenna Array Geometry

The radiation pattern of a single antenna element is relatively wide and the values of directivity are normally low. Adaptive antenna arrays must be able to radiate power towards a desired angular sector to allow long distance transmissions and to avoid interference with undesired signals. One way to increase the gain is to enlarge the dimension of the antenna element but this could be a problem with
mobile devices due to their size. Another way to enlarge the dimension of the antenna system is to create a collection of two or more antennas in an electrical and geometrical configuration. This set of antenna elements is an antenna array and has a unique radiation pattern which is dictated by five factors:

- The geometrical configuration of the array
- The distance between individual elements
- The excitation phase of the individual elements
- The excitation amplitude of the individual elements
- The relative pattern of the individual elements

In the next subsections, different configurations of 2-dimensional antenna arrays will be studied.

### 2.3.1 Uniform Linear Array

The antenna elements placed along a line are the simplest of antenna array configurations. Let us assume that the antenna under investigation is an array of $N$ isotropic radiating elements positioned along the $x$-axis equidistant from each other as shown in Figure 2.4. The total field of the array is equal to the field of a single element positioned at the origin multiplied by a factor which is widely referred to as the array factor. Thus, for the $N$-element array, the array factor is given by [16]

$$AF = 1 + \omega_1 e^{j(kd \sin(\theta) + \beta_1)} + \omega_2 e^{j(2kd \sin(\theta) + \beta_2)} + \ldots + \omega_N e^{j(N-1)(kd \sin(\theta) + \beta_N)} \quad (2.4)$$

This can also be expressed as:

$$AF = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \omega_n e^{j(n-1)(kd \sin(\theta) + \beta_n)} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \omega_n e^{j(n-1)\psi} \quad (2.5)$$

where $\psi = kd \sin(\theta) + \beta_n$ or if the array is aligned along the $z$-axis, $\psi = kd \cos(\theta) + \beta_n$. $k$ is the wavenumber and equals to $2\pi/\lambda$, $\lambda$ being the wavelength.
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Figure 2.4: Linear array of N elements positioned along the $x$-axis.

d is the distance between elements. $\theta$ is the angle as measured from the $y$-axis in spherical coordinates. $\omega_n$ is the amplitude weight at element $n$ and $\beta_n$ is the phase shift weight at element $n$.

The total array factor is a summation of exponentials, thus it can be represented as a vector, which is called the *array vector* and is written as

$$\bar{a}(\theta) =  \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\
\omega_ne^{j(kd \sin(\theta)+\beta_n)} \\
\vdots \\
\omega_ne^{j(N-1)(kd \sin(\theta)+\beta_n)} \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\
\omega_ne^{j(kd \sin(\theta)+\beta_n)} \\
\vdots \\
\omega_ne^{j(N-1)(kd \sin(\theta)+\beta_n)} \\
\end{bmatrix}^T \quad (2.6)$$

where $[]^T$ is the transpose of the vector within the brackets. The vector notation in Equation (2.6) will be used in Chapter 5.

2.3.2 Uniform Rectangular Array

A planar array consists of individual radiators positioned along a rectangular grid. Planar arrays are versatile and can provide more symmetrical patterns with lower side lobes compared to linear arrays. Applications include tracking radar, search radar, remote sensing, communications, and many others [23]. Figure 2.5 shows
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a rectangular array in the $x$-$y$ plane. There are $M$ elements in the $x$-direction and $N$ elements in the $y$-direction creating an $M \times N$ array of elements. The spaces between elements are $d_x$ and $d_y$ for the $x$-directed and $y$-directed elements respectively. Each element on the array has a weight $\omega_{mn}$. A planar array is equivalent to $M$ linear arrays of $N$ elements or $N$ linear arrays of $M$ elements. The pattern of the entire $M \times N$ element array can be deduced by multiplying the array factors of the corresponding linear arrays as shown in Equation 2.7 [16].

$$AF = AF_x \cdot AF_y$$

$$= \sum_{m=1}^{M} a_m e^{j(m-1)(kd_x \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) + \beta_x)} \cdot \sum_{n=1}^{N} b_n e^{j(n-1)(kd_y \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi) + \beta_y)}$$

(2.7)

$a_m$ and $b_n$ being the amplitude weights. $k$ is the wavenumber and equals to $2\pi/\lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength. $\theta$ and $\phi$ are the angles as measured from the $z$-axis in spherical coordinates and $\beta_x$ and $\beta_y$ are the phase delays for beamsteering.

The array factor can also be written as

$$AF = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \omega_{mn} e^{j(m-1)x + (n-1)y}$$

(2.8)

where $\omega_{mn} = a_m \cdot b_n$ and is a set of complex array weights for each $mn^{th}$ element. Finally, $\psi_x = (kd_x \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) + \beta_x)$ and $\psi_y = (kd_y \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi) + \beta_y)$.

2.3.3 Uniform Circular Array

The circular array, in which the elements are placed in a circular ring, is an array configuration of very practical interest. Its applications span radio direction finding, air and space navigation, underground propagation, radar, sonar, and many other systems [24]. The array elements are placed on the $x-y$ plane forming
a circle of radius $a$, and two angles, $\phi$ for azimuth and $\theta$ for elevation, represent the components of the desired direction. The circular array configuration is shown in Figure 2.6. The array factor of a circular array of $N$ equally spaced elements is written as [24]

$$AF = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \omega_n e^{j[k a \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi - \phi_n) + \beta_n]}$$

(2.9)

where

- $N = \text{number of isotropic antenna elements}$
- $k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} = \text{wavenumber}$
- $a = \text{radius of the circular ring}$
- $\omega_n = \text{amplitude excitation of the } n^{th} \text{ element}$
- $\beta_n = \text{phase excitation of the } n^{th} \text{ element}$
- $\phi_n = 2\pi\left(\frac{n}{N}\right) = \text{angular position of the } n^{th} \text{ element}$
2.4 Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio

Maximizing the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio or SINR is a criterion which can be applied to enhancing the received signal while minimizing the interfering signals [25]. The SINR is defined as the ratio of the desired signal power divided by the undesired signal power and is given by Equation 2.10 [16]

\[
SINR = \frac{P_{ss}}{P_{uu}} = a^2 \frac{|\bar{\vec{w}}^H \cdot \bar{\vec{x}}_s|^2}{\bar{\vec{w}}^H \cdot \bar{\vec{R}}_{uu} \cdot \bar{\vec{w}}}
\]  

(2.10)

An optimization criterion proposed by Applebaum [26], consists in maximizing SINR. But a direct maximization of Equation 2.10 is not possible since neither \( a \) nor \( \bar{\vec{R}}_{uu} \) can be directly measured. However, as shown in [27], the equation can be recast as the maximization of the fitness function \( f(\bar{\vec{w}}) \)

\[
f(\bar{\vec{w}}) = \frac{|\bar{\vec{w}}^H \cdot \bar{\vec{x}}_s|^2}{\bar{\vec{w}}^H \cdot \bar{\vec{R}}_{xx} \cdot \bar{\vec{w}}}
\]  

(2.11)

were \( H \) means transpose and \( \bar{\vec{w}} \) is the complex array of weights given by
\( \hat{w} = \{ w_{mn} e^{j \beta_{mn}} ; m = 1, ..., M ; n = 1, ..., N \} \) (2.12)

the amplitude and phase of the \( mn^{th} \) element are \( w_{mn} \) and \( \beta_{mn} \) respectively. \( \bar{R}_{xx} \) is the array correlation matrix for the received signal and is equal to

\[
\bar{R}_{xx} = \bar{R}_{uu} + \bar{R}_{ss}
\] (2.13)

where \( \bar{R}_{ss} \) is the desired signal correlation matrix and \( \bar{R}_{uu} \) is the undesired correlation matrix given by

\[
\bar{R}_{uu} = \bar{R}_{ii} + \bar{R}_{nn}
\] (2.14)

\( \bar{R}_{ii} \) being the correlation matrix for interferers and \( \bar{R}_{nn} \) the correlation matrix for noise. Finally, \( \bar{x}_s \) is a vector that represents the array factor as explained in the previous section and is given by

\[
\bar{x}_s = e^{i(m-1)(kd_x \sin \theta \cos \phi) + (n-1)(kd_y \sin \theta \sin \phi)}
\] (2.15)

Equation 2.11 can be used as the fitness function for population-based optimization algorithms like the Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithms.

### 2.5 Summary

This chapter introduced the concept of smart antennas as well as their importance in modern communication systems. Smart antennas are comprised of multiple antenna elements with the aim of optimizing the overall radiation pattern. These antenna systems are capable of responding to changes in the signal environment. Adaptive arrays can extract the desired signal and filter undesired signals and noise. This is achieved by radiating the power towards a certain direction. Until recent years, these systems had a high cost due to their complexity. Nowadays, the advances in technology and the commercialization of mobile communication devices have allowed smart antennas to be implemented in real life applications. In this chapter the fundamentals of antenna arrays were also discussed. Smart
antenna radiation patterns are controlled via algorithms that are based in certain criteria. These algorithms can maximize the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, or minimize the variance or mean-square error. These is often achieved by using adaptive algorithms, which make these kind of systems referred as adaptive beamforming. Figures-of-merit such as directivity, half-power beamwidth, sidelobe level etc. have been explained. Furthermore, the basic antenna array configurations, linear, rectangular and circular, were described along with their mathematical descriptions. Finally, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, which will be used in the following chapters was described.
Chapter 3

Literature Review: Optimization Methods

This chapter provides the reader with a general overview of the optimization algorithms which will be used in this thesis. The Genetic Algorithm as well as the Particle Swarm Optimization are used in Chapters 5 and 6 to optimize the radiation pattern of linear and rectangular antenna arrays. The remaining algorithms: Differential Evolution, Simulated Annealing, Hill Climb, Pattern Search and Local Unimodal Sampling are used in Chapter 7 for meta-optimization.

3.1 Introduction

Modern communication technologies have grown at its fastest pace in the last decade. The increasingly number of mobile devices used in the networks has lead to problems that have to be solved. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the use of adaptive antenna arrays in mobile communications can help to tackle problems like co-channel an multi-access interference. For an antenna array system to be smart, adaptive algorithms have to be applied in order to control and configure the system behaviour to constant changes in the environment. The methods used for operating adaptive antenna arrays can be broadly classified into two groups: deterministic and stochastic. The deterministic methods include analytical methods like fast fourier transform and least square methods [28]. These
methods are often computationally time consuming when the number of antenna elements is high. On the other hand, stochastic methods have some advantages over deterministic methods as explained in [29]. Evolutionary methods like Genetic Algorithm (GA) [30, 31], Simulated Annealing (SA) [32, 33, 34], Differential Evolution (DE) [35, 36] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [10] have the ability to deal with large number of dimensions and are often easily implemented on computers. The effectiveness of these algorithms for the design and operation of antenna arrays has lead the present work to study and use them to obtain and compare results in order to assess their suitability to solve the complex problems of array adaptation. The following sections present an overview of the optimization algorithms used throughout this thesis.

3.2 Genetic Algorithm

A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a multi-agent optimization method inspired by the evolution of biological individuals that adapt to their environment through generations and mutation; a theory proposed by Darwin [37]. The use of GAs for numerical optimization is attributed to Holland [30] back in the 70s who proposed the use of this algorithmic approach to solve practical problems rather than for simulating biological systems. Another text on GAs is attributed to Goldberg [31]. This idea was rapidly accepted and spread. However, Holland’s aim was to create a general framework for a kind of adaptive systems rather than to solve application specific problems. GAs begin with a set of \( x \) randomly generated states which are called population. A string over a finite alphabet represents each state which are called chromosomes, commonly, a string of 0s and 1s. The selection of the next generation of individuals depends on the evaluation of a fitness function. This function returns higher values for better individuals. The next step is to randomly select two pairs of individuals for reproduction. For each pair to be mated, a crossover point is chosen at random from the positions in the string. Then, the offspring themselves are created by crossing over the parent strings at the crossover point. For example, the first child of the first pair gets the first three digits from the first parent and the remaining digits from the second
parent, whereas the second child gets the first three digits from the second parent
and the rest from the first parent. In the final step, each location is subject to
random mutation with a small independent probability. For example, one digit is
mutated in the first, third and fourth offspring. Genetic algorithms combine an
uphill tendency with a random exploration and exchange of information amongst
parallel search threads. Although it can be shown mathematically that, if the
positions of the genetic code is permuted initially in a random order, crossover
conveys no advantage. Genetic algorithms are good to solve problems that deal
with the optimization of nonliner multimodal functions that have many vari-
ables. Experimental results have shown that GAs are able to find good solutions
to antenna systems. [38]. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.

3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a biologically-inspired optimization tech-
nique. It was proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [10]. PSO is inspired by
the social behaviour of swarms of bees. In these biological systems, the collective
behaviour of simple individuals in their environment leads to the solution of a
given problem, for example, finding food. The goal is to find the location with
the highest density of flowers by randomly flying over the field. Each bee can
remember the location where it found the most flowers, and by dancing in the
air, they communicate this information to other bees. Occasionally, one bee may
fly over a place with more flowers than had been discovered by any bee in the
swarm. Over time, more bees end up flying closer and closer to the best patch in
the field. Soon, all the bees swarm around this point.

As an optimization technique, the system is initialized with a population of
random solutions (also called particles) and searches for optima by updating
generations. Each particle remembers its best solution called personal best or \( \vec{p} \)
and the global best or \( \vec{g} \) which is the best solution achieved so far by any of the
individuals. At each iteration, the particles update their velocity towards the \( \vec{p} \)
and \( \vec{g} \) locations according to the following two equations:
Algorithm 1 GA algorithm.

1: Initialize the population randomly in the search-space.
2: while The termination criterion is not met do
3:   for Each individual in the population do
4:     Select two parents
5:     \( x \leftarrow \text{RandomSelection}(\text{population, FitFunction}) \)
6:     \( y \leftarrow \text{RandomSelection}(\text{population, FitFunction}) \)
7:     Reproduce both parents according to a defined crossover probability
8:     \( \text{child} \leftarrow \text{Reproduce}(x, y) \)
9:     if Small random probability then
10:        Mutate child
11:        \( \text{child} \leftarrow \text{Mutation}(\text{child}) \)
12:     end if
13:   end for
14:   Evaluate population
15:   \( \text{population} \leftarrow \text{new} - \text{population} \)
16: end while
where \( v_n \) and \( x_n \) are the particle velocity and position at the \( n \)th generation respectively. \( \omega \) is the inertia weight and is used to control the trade-off between the global and the local exploration ability of the group of particles or swarm, usually in the range of \([0,1]\). \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are scaling constants that determine the relative pull of \( \vec{p} \) and \( \vec{g} \), usually taken as \( c_1 = c_2 = 2.0 \). \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random numbers uniformly distributed in \((0,1)\). Once the velocity has been calculated, the particle moves to its next location. The new coordinate is determined according to Equation 3.2. The swarm will continue moving until a criterion is met, usually a sufficiently good fitness value or a maximum number of iterations. The pseudocode for the PSO is shown in Algorithm 2. Unlike GAs, the PSO is based upon the cooperation amongst the individuals rather than their competition. In addition, it is easier to calibrate and to control the parameters of the PSO over the GA [39]. GAs require a specific strategy and careful choice of operators according to the application, whereas PSO eliminates the process of selecting the best operators by sequentially updating its equations.

### 3.4 Differential Evolution

In 1995, Price and Storn proposed a multi-agent heuristical optimization method called Differential Evolution (DE) [35, 36]. Differential Evolutions grew out of attempts to solve the Chebychev Polynomial fitting Problem. A breakthrough came when Price came up with the idea of using vector differences for perturbing the vector population. DE basically works by creating a new possible agent-position by combining the position of randomly chosen agents from its population, and updating the agent’s current position in case there is improvement to the fitness. In other words, instead of classical crossover or mutation, it creates new offspring from parent chromosomes by using a differential operator. Since the publication of Price and Storn, the Differential Evolution algorithm has been through sub-
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Algorithm 2 PSO algorithm.

1: Initialize the particles with random velocities and random positions in the search-space.
2: while The termination criterion is not met do
3:   for Each particle in the swarm do
4:     Pick two random numbers: $r_1^*, r_2^* \sim U(0, 1)$.
5:     Update the particle’s velocity $\vec{v}$ as follows:
6:     $\vec{v}_{n+1} = \omega \cdot \vec{v}_n + c_1 r_1 (\vec{p}_n - \vec{x}_n) + c_2 r_2 (\vec{g}_n - \vec{x}_n)$
   Where $\vec{g}$ is the swarm’s best known position, $\vec{p}$ is the particle’s own best known position, and $\omega$, $c_1$ and $c_2$ are user-defined behavioural parameters.
7:   Move the particle to its new position by adding its velocity:
8:   $\vec{x} \leftarrow \vec{x} + \vec{v}$
9:   if $f(\vec{x}) < f(\vec{p})$ then
10:      Update the particle’s best known position:
11:      $\vec{p} \leftarrow \vec{x}$
12:   end if
13:   if $f(\vec{x}) < f(\vec{g})$ then
14:      Update the swarm’s best known position:
15:      $\vec{g} \leftarrow \vec{x}$
16:   end if
17:   end for
18: end while
stantial improvement which make it a versatile and robust tool. It is worth noting that DE managed to finish 3rd at the First International Contest of Evolutionary Computation (ICEO) held in Nagoya, May 1996 [40], where the first two places were given to non-GA type algorithms which are not universally applicable but which solved the test-problems faster than DE. Like Genetic Algorithms, DE also employs operators that are dubbed crossover and mutation but with different meanings. In this thesis, the classic DE (DE/rand/1/bin) will be used as it is believed to be the best performing and hence most popular of the DE variants [41]. There are several other variations, for example the JDE Variant proposed by Brest et al. [42]. DE starts with a population of NP D-dimensional search variable vectors. Subsequent generations are presented by discrete time steps \( t = 0, 1, 3, \ldots, t, t+1, \) etc. As the vectors can change over different generations, the following notation for representing the \( i \)th vector is adopted

\[
\vec{X}_i(t) = [x_{i,1}(t), x_{i,2}(t), x_{i,3}(t), \ldots, x_{i,D}(t)]
\]

where \( \vec{X}_i(t) \) are vectors called “genomes” or “chromosomes”. For each variable, there may be a certain range within which the value of the parameter should lie for better search results. At the beginning, or at \( t = 0 \), the problem parameters are initialized within a defined range. Therefore, if the \( j \)th parameter of the given problem has lower and upper bounds \( x^L_j \) and \( x^U_j \) respectively, then the \( j \)th component of the \( i \)th population member is initialized as follows

\[
x_{i,j}(0) = x^L_j + U(0, 1) \cdot (x^U_j - x^L_j)
\]

where \( U(0, 1) \) is a uniformly distributed random number lying between 0 and 1. In each generation, to change each population member \( \vec{X}_i(t) \), a donor vector \( \vec{V}_i(t) \) is created. To create a \( \vec{V}_i(t) \) for each \( i \)th member, three other parameter vectors \( \vec{a}, \vec{b} \) and \( \vec{c} \) are chosen randomly from the current population. Next, a scalar number \( F \) called the differential weight, scales the difference of any two of the three vectors and the scaled difference is added to the third one so the \( \vec{V}_i(t) \) vector is obtained. This process can be expressed for the \( j \)th component of each
vector as [35]

\[ v_{i,j}(t + 1) = x_{\bar{a},i}(t) + F \cdot \left( x_{\bar{g},i}(t) - x_{\bar{c},i}(t) \right) \] (3.5)

Next, to improve the potential diversity of the population, a crossover scheme is applied. DE can use two kinds of crossover schemes namely “Exponential” and “Binomial”. The donor vector exchanges its components with the target vector \( \bar{X}_i(t) \). In “Exponential” crossover, a random integer \( n \) is chosen among the interval \([0, D - 1]\). This integer is the starting point in the target vector, from where the crossover or exchange of components with the donor vector will take place. Another integer \( L \) is chosen from the interval \([1, D]\) to represent the number of components contributed by the donor vector to the target. Once \( n \) and \( L \) are chosen the trial vector [35]

\[ \bar{U}_i(t) = [u_{i,1}(t), u_{i,2}(t), x_{i,3}(t), \ldots, u_{i,D}(t)] \] (3.6)

is formed with

\[ u_{i,j}(t) = v_{i,j}(t) \quad \text{for} \quad j = < n >_D, < n + 1 >_D, \ldots, < n - L + 1 >_D \]

\[ = x_{i,j}(t) \] (3.7)

where the angular brackets \(<>_D\) denote a modulo function with modulus \( D \). The integer \( L \) is drawn from \([1, D]\) according to the following pseudocode

\[
L = 0; \\
\text{while } (U(0,1) < CR) \text{ AND } (L < D)) \text{ do} \\
L = L + 1; \\
\text{end while}
\]

Hence in effect probability \((L > m) = (CR)^{m-1}\) for any \( m > 0 \). \( CR \) is the crossover probability and is one of the main control parameters of DE just like \( F \). For each donor vector \( V \), a new set of \( n \) and \( L \) must be chosen randomly as shown above. However, in the “Binomial” crossover scheme, the crossover is performed on each of the \( D \) variables whenever a randomly picked number between 0 and 1
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is within the \( CR \) value. The scheme can be outlined as

\[
    u_{i,j}(t) = \begin{cases} 
    v_{i,j}(t), & \text{if } U(0,1) < CR \\ 
    x_{i,j}(t), & \text{else}
    \end{cases}
\]  

(3.8)

In this way, for each trial vector \( \vec{X}_i(t) \) an offspring vector \( \vec{U}_i(t) \) is generated. To keep the population size constant over subsequent generations, the next stem of the algorithm is a “selection” to determine which one of the target vector and the trial vector will survive in the next generation. DE actually involves the Darwinian principle of “Survival of the fittest” in its selection process which may be outlined as

\[
    \vec{X}_i(t+1) = \begin{cases} 
    \vec{U}_i(t), & \text{if } f(\vec{U}_i(t)) \leq f(\vec{X}_i(t)) \\ 
    \vec{X}_i(t), & \text{if } f(\vec{X}_i(t)) < f(\vec{U}_i(t))
    \end{cases}
\]  

(3.9)

where \( f() \) is the function to be minimized. So if the new trial vector obtains a better value of the fitness function, it replaces its target in the next generation, otherwise the target vector is retained in the population. Thus, the population either gets better or it remains constant but never deteriorates. The DE algorithm is shown as a pseudocode in Algorithm 3.

### 3.5 Simulated Annealing

A hill climb algorithm that never makes downhill moves towards states with lower value will never be complete because it can get stuck on a local maximum. On the other hand, a purely random walk that moves to a successor chosen uniformly at random from the set of successors is complete but can be extremely inefficient. Thus, it seems reasonable to try to combine both hill climb with a random walk in some way that yields both efficiency and completeness [43]. Simulated annealing (SA) is a generic and probabilistic meta-heuristic algorithm, introduced in the 80s by Kirkpatrick et al. [32, 33, 34]. While genetic algorithms are biologically inspired, simulated annealing is “metallurgy inspired”. Thermal annealing is a technique involved in metallurgy to reduce the defects of a material
Algorithm 3 DE algorithm.

1: Initialize the agents with random positions in the search-space
2: while The termination criterion is not met do
3:   for Each agent $v_{i,j}(t)$ in the population do
4:      Pick three agents $\vec{a}$, $\vec{b}$ and $\vec{c}$ at random, they must be distinct from each 
5:      other as well as from agent $v_{i,j}(t)$.
6:      Compute the agent’s potentially new position $u_{i,j}(t)$, by iterating over 
7:      each $i \in \{1, ..., n\}$ as follows:
8:          • Pick $U(0, 1)$ for use in a stochastic choice next.
9:          • Compute the $i$th element of the potentially new position $u_{i,j}(t)$, 
10:             using Equation 3.8 from above:
11:             $u_{i,j}(t) = \begin{cases} 
12:                 v_{i,j}(t), & \text{if } U(0, 1) < CR \\
13:                 x_{i,j}(t), & \text{else} 
14:             \end{cases}$
15:             Where the user-defined behavioural parameters are the differential 
16:             weight $F$ and the crossover probability $CR$.
17:      if $f(\vec{U}_i(t)) < f(\vec{X}_i(t))$ then
18:         Update the agent’s position:
19:         $\vec{X}_i(t + 1) \leftarrow \vec{U}_i(t + 1)$
20:      end if
21:   end for
22: end while
by heating and controlled cooling. The heat causes the atoms to become unstuck from their initial positions (a local minimum of the internal energy) and wander randomly through states of higher energy; the slow cooling gives them more chances of finding configurations with lower internal energy than the initial one. By analogy with this physical process, each step of the SA algorithm replaces the current solution with a random “nearby” solution, chosen with a probability that depends on the difference between the corresponding function values and on a global parameter $T$ (called the temperature), that is gradually decreased during the process. The dependency is such that the current solution changes almost randomly when $T$ is large, but increasingly downhill as $T$ goes to zero. The allowance for uphill moves saves the method from becoming stuck at local minima, which are the bane of greedier methods. The pseudocode of the SA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. The algorithm starts by generating an initial solution (usually a random solution) and by initializing the so-called temperature parameter $T$. Then the following is repeated until the termination condition is satisfied: a solution $y$ from the neighbourhood of the current solution is randomly sampled and it is accepted as a new current solution if

$$\text{Fitness}(\text{Solution}) < \text{Fitness}(\vec{y})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

If this condition is not met, the probability decreases exponentially according to the temperature:

$$e^{\frac{-(\text{Fitness}(\text{Solution})-\text{Fitness}(\vec{y}))}{T}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

### 3.6 Hill Climb

The Hill Climb (HC) is an optimization technique which belongs to the family of local search. It is an iterative algorithm that starts with an arbitrary solution to a function and attempts to find a better solution by incrementally changing a single variable of the solution [43, 44, 45]. If the change produces a better solution, an incremental change is made to the new solution, repeating until no further improvements can be found. For example, hill climb can be applied to the
Algorithm 4 SA algorithm.

1: Initialize the agents with random positions in the search-space.
2: Initialize temperature \( T \leftarrow T_0 \)
3: \textbf{while} The termination criterion is not met \( (T \leftarrow 0) \) \textbf{do}
4: \( \vec{y} \leftarrow \text{rand}(\vec{x}) \)
5: Choose randomly from \( \vec{x} \)
6: \textbf{if} \( f(\vec{y}) < f(\vec{x}) \) \textbf{then}
7: \( \text{Solution} \leftarrow \vec{y} \)
8: Update the \( \text{Solution} \) value with the better one
9: \textbf{else}
10: \( \text{Solution} \leftarrow \vec{y} \) with \textit{probability}
11: Update the \( \text{Solution} \) value with a new probability:
\[
e^{-\frac{f(\text{Solution}) - f(\vec{y})}{T}}
\]
12: Update the temperature \( T \)
13: \textbf{end if}
14: \textbf{end while}
travelling salesman problem. It is easy to find an initial solution that visits all the cities but it will be very poor compared to the optimal solution. The algorithm starts with such a solution and makes small improvements to it, such as switching the order in which two cities are visited. Eventually, a much shorter route is likely to be obtained. Hill Climb is good for finding a local optimum (a good solution that lies relatively near the initial solution) but it is not guaranteed to find the best possible solution (the global optimum) out of all possible solutions (the search space). The relative simplicity of the algorithm makes it a popular first choice amongst optimizing algorithms. It is used widely in artificial intelligence, for reaching a goal state from a starting node. The choice of next node and starting node can be varied to give a list of related algorithms. Although more advanced algorithms such as simulated annealing or tabu search may give better results, in some situations Hill Climb works just as well. Algorithm 5 shows the HC algorithm.

3.7 Pattern Search

Pattern Search (PS), described by Hooke and Jeeves [46], is a family of numerical optimization methods that samples the search-space locally from the current position and decreases its sampling-range upon failure to improve its fitness [47]. PS does not require the gradient of the problem to be optimized and can hence be used on functions that are not continuous. An early and simple PS variant is attributed to Fermi and Metropolis when they worked at the Los Alamos National Laboratory as described by Davidon [48]. One of the theoretical parameters is varied at a time by steps of the same magnitude, and when no such increase or decrease in any one parameter further improved the fit to the experimental data, the step size is halved and the process repeated until the steps are smaller than on the desired threshold. The idea of PS is similar to that of Golden Section Search (GSS) by Kiefer [49], which works for one-dimensional search-spaces by maintaining three separate points, and at each iteration replacing one of these with an intermediate point that is chosen so as to close in on the optimum of an unimodal problem. The variant presented in this thesis is the one used by
Algorithm 5 HC algorithm.

1: Initialize the neighbours with random positions in the search-space.
2: Initialize $MaxFitness$ which is the maximum fitness reached at a point.
3: $Found \leftarrow true$
4: while The termination criterion is not met ($Found \leftarrow true$) do
5: $Found \leftarrow false$
6: for Each neighbour $\vec{x}$ do
7: if $f(\vec{x}) > MaxFitness$ then
8: $MaxFitness \leftarrow f(\vec{x})$
9: Update the $MaxFitness$ value with the new one
10: $Solution \leftarrow \vec{x}$
11: Update the overall solution $Solution$
12: $Found \leftarrow true$
13: end if
14: end for
15: end while
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Pedersen in [50]. The pseudocode of PS is shown in Algorithm 6.

3.8 Local Unimodal Sampling

Local Unimodal Sampling (LUS) is an optimization method which can be thought of as an extension of the previously discussed PS method. It was introduced in 2008 by Pedersen [51]. It samples all dimensions simultaneously, while decreasing its sampling-range in much the same manner as PS. The reason for decreasing the sampling-range during optimization is that a fixed sampling-range has no possibility of converging to a local optimum [50]. LUS decreases the search-range exponentially when samples fail to improve on the fitness of the current position. Some optimization techniques use exponential decrease of search-range, for example the Luus-Jaakola method [52] and also the method presented by Fermi and Metropolis [48]. For the sampling done by the LUS method, the new potential position denoted by $\vec{y}$ is chosen from the neighbourhood of the current position $\vec{x}$:

$$\vec{y} = \vec{x} + \vec{a}$$

(3.12)

where the vector $\vec{a}$ is randomly and uniformly generated:

$$\vec{a} \sim U(-\vec{d}, \vec{d})$$

(3.13)

where $\vec{d}$ is the current sampling-range, initially chosen as the full range of the search-space and decreased during optimization. When a sample fails to improve the fitness, the sampling-range is decreased for all dimensions simultaneously. The amount by which the sampling-range will be decreased is calculated in the same way as in the PS method. The sampling-range is halved for every dimension after $n$ failures to improve fitness. The sampling-range $\vec{d}$ should therefore be multiplied with $q$ for each failure to improve the fitness:

$$\vec{d} = q \cdot \vec{d}$$

(3.14)

with $q$ being defined as:

$$q \leftarrow \sqrt{1/2}$$

(3.15)
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Algorithm 6 PS algorithm.

1: Initialize $\vec{x}$ to a random position in the search-space:
   $$\vec{x} \sim U(\vec{b}_{lo}, \vec{b}_{up})$$
   where $\vec{b}_{lo}$ is the lower boundary of the search-space and $\vec{b}_{up}$ is the upper boundary.

2: Set the initial sampling range $\vec{d}$ to cover the entire search-space:
   $$\vec{d} \leftarrow \vec{b}_{up} - \vec{b}_{lo}$$

3: while The termination criterion is not met do

4:   Pick an index $R \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ uniformly and randomly

5:   Let $\vec{y}$ be the potentially new position in the search-space, which is exactly the same as the current position $\vec{x}$, except for the $R$th element $y_R$, which is found from the neighborhood of $x_R$ simply by adding $d_R$:
   $$y_i = \begin{cases} x_i + d_i, & i = R \\ x_i, & else \end{cases}$$

6: if $f(\vec{y}) < f(\vec{x})$ then

7:   Keep the new position: $\vec{x} \leftarrow \vec{y}$

8: Otherwise update the sampling-range and direction for the $R$th dimension: $d_R \leftarrow -\frac{d_R}{2}$

9: end if

10: end while
where $n$ is the dimensionality of the problem to be optimized. The LUS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7

### 3.9 Summary

In this chapter, the optimization algorithms used throughout this thesis were presented. Each algorithm was discussed and a general overview as well as pseudocode was explained. Evolutionary methods have been selected to solve antenna problems as they are capable of dealing with large number of dimensions. In the case of antenna arrays, each antenna element added to the system represents an additional dimension that has to be solved. The Genetic Algorithm combines an uphill tendency with a random exploration and exchange of information amongst parallel search threads. Moreover, Genetic algorithms are good to solve problems that deal with the optimization of nonlienal multimodal functions that have many variables. Experimental results have shown that GAs are able to find good solutions to antenna systems [38]. On the other hand, unlike GAs, the PSO is based upon the cooperation amongst the individuals rather than their competition. In addition, it is easier to calibrate and to control the parameters of the PSO over the GA [39]. GAs require a specific strategy and careful choice of operators according to the application, whereas PSO eliminates the process of selecting the best operators by sequentially updating its equations. For these reasons, the GA and PSO algorithms have been chosen in this work to tackle antenna array problems as will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Algorithm 7 LUS algorithm.

1: Initialize $\vec{x}$ to a random position in the search-space:

$$\vec{x} \sim U \left( \vec{b}_{lo}, \vec{b}_{up} \right)$$

where $\vec{b}_{lo}$ is the lower boundary of the search-space and $\vec{b}_{up}$ is the upper boundary.

2: Set the initial sampling range $\vec{d}$ to cover the entire search-space:

$$\vec{d} \leftarrow \vec{b}_{up} - \vec{b}_{lo}$$

3: while The termination criterion is not met do

4: Pick a random vector $\vec{a} \sim U \left( -\vec{d}, \vec{d} \right)$

5: Add this to the current position $\vec{x}$, to create the new potential position $\vec{y}$:

$$\vec{y} = \vec{x} + \vec{a}$$

6: if $f(\vec{y}) < f(\vec{x})$ then

7: Update the new position: $\vec{x} \leftarrow \vec{y}$

8: Otherwise decrease the sampling-range by the factor $q$ from Equation 3.15:

$$\vec{d} \leftarrow q \cdot \vec{d}$$

9: end if

10: end while
Chapter 4

Antenna Array Geometry

This chapter analyses the effect of a central antenna element on the radiation pattern in a uniform circular antenna array. A modification of the array geometry is considered in which one of the antenna elements is placed in the centre of the array. The corresponding array factor is adjusted to describe the geometric configuration that includes the central antenna element. This distribution alters the radiation pattern in such a way that the array directivity and half-power beamwidth are affected. An increase on the directivity and a decrease of the half-power beamwidth are obtained by adjusting the phase of the central element. A reduction of the side-lobe levels is also achieved. Array configurations with different number of antenna elements were also tested, and the results on directivity and half-power beamwidth are presented. Using Microstripes, a software tool that enables the simulation of antennas, a 6-element circular antenna array was designed and the directivity for a range of frequencies was obtained. Moreover, additional results were obtained for a range of transmission frequencies.

4.1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, antenna designers have investigated different antenna architectures to meet the requirements of communication systems. Nowadays, these efforts can benefit from the use of simulation software tools which allows the exploration of a large variety of configurations before fab-
rification, thus, reducing design times, costs etc. A large variety of antennas have been developed to date [23, 26, 53, 54]; they range from simple structures such as monopoles and dipoles to complex structures such as phased arrays. Usually, the radiation pattern of a single element antenna is very wide and it provides low values of directivity. As noted in Chapter 2, this problem can be solved by increasing the size of the antenna to obtain higher values of gain. However in the case of mobile devices, a higher size implies expenditure of energy which is normally very restrained. Another way to enlarge an antenna is to consider a set of individual elements in a geometrical configuration creating an antenna array [22]. It is convenient that the elements of the array are identical to enable a simpler analysis and design. The overall radiation pattern of the array is obtained with the phasor summation of each radiated field of every individual element. The interaction among all radiation patterns depends on the geometry of the array (number of elements, distance between elements, etc.) where the pattern of the elements should interfere constructively in the direction of the Signals-Of-Interest (SOI) and destructively in any other direction or Signals-Not-Of-Interest (SNOI).

To determine the shape of the radiation pattern, five characteristics of the array can be adjusted [20]:

- The geometry configuration of the array (linear, rectangular, circular, etc)
- The excitation phase of the individual elements
- The excitation amplitude of the individual elements
- The relative displacement between the elements
- The relative pattern of the individual elements

The excitation phase and amplitude has received extensive attention [55, 56, 57]. However, the array geometry has received relatively little attention even though it also strongly influences the radiation pattern. The reason for this is primarily due to the complex way in which the geometry affects the radiation pattern [58]. Numerous studies for different geometries have been conducted in the past [59, 60]. However, these studies include mostly uniform linear arrays (ULAs)
and uniform rectangular arrays (URAs). In [4, 5], the performance of uniform circular arrays (UCAs) was examined. It was found that this arrangement of elements have no edge constraints so the beam pattern can be electronically rotated. Circular arrays have also the capability of compensating the effect of mutual coupling by breaking down the array excitation into a series of symmetrical spatial components. In other words, the symmetry of UCAs provides a major advantage when scanning a beam pattern azimuthally through $360^\circ$ with little change in either beamwidth or sidelobe level.

Other work in antenna array geometry has been done in [61], where the capacity of different array configurations was studied. The capacities of these configurations were measured in terms of SNR. Also in this field, several antenna array geometries on MIMO channel eigenvalues were investigated in [62]. Four different antenna array geometries were considered, namely, uniform linear array, uniform circular array, uniform rectangular array and uniform cubic array. All the considered geometries had the same number of elements and fixed inter-element spacing. The uniform linear array geometry showed superiority to the other considered geometries.

Not only can the number of elements in a circular array be varied but the actual position in the ring can be carefully selected to obtain a desired radiation pattern. In [63] an optimum antenna array geometry was obtained in terms of suppressing interference. An optimization algorithm, namely Simulated Annealing was used to find the optimum array positioning and several configurations were presented. In [64], a genetic algorithm was used to optimize the element placement in a concentric ring array to obtain the lowest maximum sidelobe level at boresight. This optimization found the spacing that balances the height for all the sidelobes. It has also been observed that a planar arrangement with an element at the centre increases array steering capability as well as reducing the side lobe levels [65].
4.2 Circular Array with Central Element

Previous studies have pointed out the advantages of circular antenna arrays as well as the observations made in [65] of a central element. Uniform Circular Arrays, or (UCA) are a popular type of antenna arrays which have several advantages such as scan capability (they can perform a 360° scan) while the beam pattern is kept invariant [66, 67]. For these reasons, the present work contemplates the use of Uniform Circular Arrays and explores a variation of the geometry structure. The circular configuration is rearranged in such a way that one of the elements is placed in the centre of the array. As shown by the results in this chapter, this modification permits better values of directivity and half-power beamwidth compared to the original UCA.

This arrangement of emitters has been proposed in the past [68]: SPEAR is an antenna design consisting of one central element connected to the source and several surrounded parasitic elements in a circle. By adjusting the value of the reactance, the parasitic elements form the antenna array radiation pattern into different shapes. In the present work, different shapes of the radiation pattern are obtained by using different excitation phase angles for the central element. Additionally, this work includes comparisons between the standard and the modified UCA designs. Results for a range of different frequencies against directivity between both architectures are also presented. In addition, a circular array with a central element is presented in [69], where spiral elements are arranged in an hexagonal shape. This work obtains total gain results but the number of elements is fixed. In the present work, several UCA arrays with different number of elements (from 4 to 20) are explored to compare and obtain the best array configuration. Figure 4.1 shows both the standard and modified arrays studied in this thesis.

4.3 Deduction of Radiation Pattern Formula

As presented in Chapter 2, the array factor for a circular array of $N$ equally spaced elements is [16]
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Figure 4.1: Standard and Modified uniform circular arrays.

\[ AF = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \omega_n e^{j[ka \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi - \phi_n) + \beta_n]} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

And to steer the main lobe in the \((\theta_0, \phi_0)\) direction, the phase excitation of the \(n\)th element can be chosen to be

\[ \beta_n = -ka \sin \theta_0 \cos(\phi_0 - \phi_n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

Given that the modified array shown in Figure 4.1(b) has one antenna element at the centre and the radius for this element is 0, the displacement phase factor on the array factor becomes \(e^{j\beta_x}\) where \(\beta_x\) is the phase excitation of the element at the centre. The total field of the array is determined by the addition of the fields radiated by the individual elements. Thus, the resulting array factor for the modified array is the sum of the array factor of the standard circular array plus the antenna element at the centre

\[ AF(\theta, \phi) = e^{j\beta_x} + \sum_{n=1}^{N} I_n e^{j[ka \sin \theta \cos(\phi - \phi_n) + \beta_n]} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

This array factor represents the modified circular antenna array shown in Figure 4.1(b) and will be used in the following section to obtain data and compare
its performance against the standard circular antenna array 4.1(a).

4.4 Results

In order to analyse the effect caused by a central element on the radiation pattern of a uniform circular antenna array, several experiments are performed. These experiments consist in a comparison between the standard and the modified UCA arrays. The first experiment measures both the directivity and the half-power beamwidth of circular arrays with different number of antenna elements. The second experiment explores the possibility of changing the phase of the central element. In practice, this shift in the phase can be obtained electronically and can affect the overall radiation pattern of the array. A third experiment consists in replicating the previous tests but this time using a 3D electromagnetic simulation tool called Microstripes [70]. The Microstripes software allows to design antenna arrays and performs simulations in terms of frequency response. These simulations show 3D representations of the beam pattern, which are also studied in this experiments.

4.4.1 Experiment 1: Directivity and HPBW

A comparison between the standard and modified UCAs is presented. Matlab simulations were performed to calculate the directivity based on the fields above the $x-y$ plane and the HPBW at the maxima. The directivity and HPBW were obtained for arrays with different number of antenna elements.

Figure 4.2 shows that the directivity of the modified UCA is higher than the one for the standard UCA in a range of 4 to 20-element antennas. The maximum value of directivity, 8.25dB, is obtained with a 6-element array. Then it gradually decreases if more antenna elements are used. This is due to the decrease of power provided by the single central element compared with the total power supplied by the rest of the elements. It should be noted that, up to 20 elements, the directivity of the modified UCA is still higher than the one of the standard UCA.

In the case of the HPBW (Figure 4.3), the modified UCA presents a smaller angle compared with the standard UCA for any number of antennas from 4 to
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Figure 4.2: Directivity and number of elements.

20. This is a desired result given that a narrower HPBW allows the antenna to avoid Signals-Not-Of-Interest more effectively [54].

Figure 4.3: HPBW and number of elements.

4.4.2 Experiment 2: Phase shift of the central element

The second experiment consists in modifying the phase shift of the central element and obtain values of directivity and HPBW. The central element phase $\phi$ is shifted from $0^\circ$ to $360^\circ$. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the changes on directivity and HPBW respectively. On both figures, the standard UCA (dashed line) shows a constant directivity and HPBW since it has no central element. It can be observed that with a phase shift of $180^\circ$, the directivity reaches its highest, while
the HPBW exhibits its smallest angle. Although, these values are lower than in the standard UCA for angles from $0^\circ$ to $110^\circ$ and $250^\circ$ to $360^\circ$ for directivity and from $0^\circ$ to $100^\circ$ and $260^\circ$ to $360^\circ$ for HPBW.

![Figure 4.4: Directivity and phase of the central element.](image)

Figure 4.5: HPBW and phase of the central element.

Figure 4.6 shows an example for both antennas steering at $\theta = 20^\circ$. It can be observed that the modified UCA achieves a higher directivity than the standard UCA at the desired angle.

Results in terms of side-lobe level were also obtained. A polar plot of relative directivity is shown in Figure 4.7, where the modified UCA exhibits a lower side-lobe level compared with the standard UCA.
4.4.3 Experiment 3: Design with Microstripes tool

Besides Matlab simulations, a 3D electromagnetic simulation tool called Microstripes [70] was used to plot the radiation pattern of the standard and modified UCAs. Microstripes is used extensively for solving challenging radiation problems including complex antenna structures. Two antenna array designs with 6 elements each were simulated to compare the standard and modified architectures. The results show a decrease of the side-lobe levels in the modified array. See Figures 4.8 and 4.9.
The Microstripes simulations were performed for a variety of frequencies in which the antenna can transmit. Figure 4.10 shows the set of frequencies and the associated directivity. It can be seen that for almost all the frequencies, the directivity is higher for the modified UCA compared with the standard design.

The radiation pattern for both antennas was obtained from Microstripes. In Figure 4.11(a), it can be seen that the modified array presents lower values of side-lobe levels. Figure 4.11(b) is a polar plot showing the same data.
Figure 4.10: Directivity against frequency.

Figure 4.11: Radiation pattern for standard (red) and modified (black) circular arrays.
4.5 Non isotropic elements

In the previous subsection, the antenna elements used to obtain Directivity and HPBW measurements were considered isotropic. In an isotropic element, the directivity equals to 1 since the radiation occurs in all directions. But in a real world application, the antenna elements have a specific structure which affects the interference between the elements of an antenna array, thus changing the resulting radiation pattern. Moreover, the particular design of the entire array influences the antenna response to different transmission frequencies. This should also be taken into account when designing antenna arrays for real applications.

For these reasons, the present work also includes the following tests of the modified uniform circular antenna array. The experiments consist in designing an UCA using Microstripes and simulations are performed for different ranges of frequencies to obtain data that allows a comparison between the standard and the modified UCA.

To perform these experiments, a real application circular antenna array design was used. This design, amongst others, is part of the work carried out by the ESPACENET project [71] which targets the development of flexible and intelligent embedded networked systems for aerospace applications. The aim is to develop a network architecture which can be applied to a constellation of micro satellites, which would one day replace existing large multifunctional satellites. The MEMS antennas designed by the group are constructed on the top substrate and have through wafer vias connecting the antennas to the MEMS and control structures.

4.5.1 Operation Frequencies

A series of simulations were performed using Microstripes for the proposed Modified Circular Array using the research group’s design of the antenna element. The array consists of a ring of 8 elements and a ninth in the centre. Figure 4.12 a picture of the array.

Results for 10 different frequencies were obtained: 13.58, 21.91, 31.2, 46.63, 55.73, 66.28, 92.26, 109.49, 125.55 and 143.32 GHz. Table 4.1 summarizes the
results for bandwidth, directivity, gain and efficiency of the antenna at the respective frequencies. In terms of directivity, it can be seen that the levels are low for the low frequency of 13.58GHz, but it increases with frequencies 21.91GHz and 31.20GHz. The directivity is at its highest (14.56dBi) when the frequency value is 46.63GHz and then it decreases as the frequency augments from 55.73GHz to 125.55GHz. It is worth notice that for the frequency of 143.32GHz the directivity increases again, this time to 10.3dBi. A similar behaviour can be found for the
gain, which maximum value of 13.49dBi occurs when the frequency is 46.63GHz. The antenna efficiency follows the same pattern as the directivity, with the highest value of 90.53% when the frequency is 55.73GHz. Also the material loss, measured in dB, is lower with the lower frequencies of 13.58GHz and 21.91GHz, and its highest value of -0.39 occurs with the frequency of 66.28GHz.

Figures 4.13 to 4.22 show graphics obtained with Microstripes for each frequency respectively. On each figure, a 2-dimensional plot of the array pattern is shown as well as a 3-dimensional representation of the main lobe. Figure 4.13 shows a lobe with almost no sidelobe levels for frequency 13.58GHz, the same can be noticed in Figure 4.14 for the frequency of 21.91GHz. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the array pattern for frequencies 31.20GHz and 46.63GHz, this time it can be seen that there are small sidelobes, although the directivity is at its highest for these frequencies as discussed previously in Table 4.1. In the case of Figures 4.17 and 4.18 the sidelobes begin to show getting closer to the main lobe and the directivity decreases. Finally, Figures 4.19 to 4.22 show patterns where the main lobe is lost among the sidelobes which suggest that the antenna design being tested (Figure 4.12) is unable to operate under the frequencies from 92.26GHz to 125.55GHz.

![Figure 4.13: Frequency 13.58GHz. Directivity: 7.187dBi.](image)

(a) 2-dimensional plot. (b) 3-dimensional plot.
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4.6 Summary

A geometry modification to the conventional uniform circular antenna array has been proposed. This modification consists in the placement of one of the antenna elements at the centre of the array. This element modifies the overall radiation pattern in such a way that the directivity is increased whilst the half-power beamwidth angle is reduced. The result is a better capability of transmission in the desired direction and avoiding unwanted signals. It was also observed that the sidelobe levels of the radiation pattern were lower than those of the conventional circular antenna array which also helps to avoid interference. It
was concluded that, to obtain the best trade-off, the circular array should be conformed by 6 antenna elements, which is the configuration that shows better directivity and reduced half-power beamwidth.
Figure 4.18: Frequency 66.28GHz. Directivity: 12.860dBi

Figure 4.19: Frequency 92.26GHz. Directivity: 11.398dBi

Figure 4.20: Frequency 109.49GHz. Directivity: 9.177dBi
Figure 4.21: Frequency 125.55GHz. Directivity: 8.659dBi

Figure 4.22: Frequency 143.32GHz. Directivity: 10.300dBi
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Bio-inspired Algorithms for Radiation Pattern Optimization

In this chapter, an optimal radiation pattern is obtained for a linear antenna array using the particle swarm optimization technique. A set of phase shift weights is generated in order to steer the beam towards any desired direction while keeping nulls in the direction of interferers. The fitness function which allows the calculations of the phase shift weights is presented. A comparison between the standard genetic algorithm and the particle swarm optimization was studied and the results show that the latter achieves a better and more consistent radiation pattern than the GA. Moreover, a number of experiments show that the PSO is capable of solving the problem using less number of fitness function evaluations on average.

5.1 Introduction

Wireless communication technologies have experienced a fast growth in recent years. The latest mobile devices offer multi-bandwidth services and to enable this, new technologies have to be developed. Spatial processing is considered the last frontier in the battle for improved cellular systems and smart antennas are emerging as the enabling technique. The use of adaptive antenna arrays in mobile handsets can help eliminate co-channel interference and multi-access
interference amongst other problems. These breed of antennas are able to radiate power towards a desired angular sector, thus, avoiding interference with undesired devices. Figure 5.1 shows a graphic explanation of this concept. The number, geometrical arrangement, and relative amplitude and phases of the array elements depend on the angular pattern that must be achieved. By changing the relative phases of array elements, a process called steering, an array is capable of focusing its main beam towards a particular direction.

![Figure 5.1: Radiation pattern for desired and interfering angles -60°, 30°.](image)

This thesis is part of an ongoing research at the System Level Integration research group [72, 73, 74]. This research focuses on reconfigurable MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) sensors and antennas. The group has developed a series of phased array antennas which are ideal for reconfigurable networks. MEMS devices offer very low loss switching which means that the RF network of MEMS switches will not interfere or degrade antenna radiation patterns. MEMS can be used in several ways to achieve reconfigurability. One of these options is to employ MEMS switches to connect the antenna elements. These phase shifters are designed to alter the phase of the signal on the transmission line. They are fabricated from the same material as the antenna and much smaller than DMTL (Distributed MEMS Transmission Line) phase shifters. This approach allows the design of smart antennas capable of steering its radiation pattern towards a given direction by configuring the relative phases of the array elements. Figure 5.2 shows a diagram of a general phase-shift smart antenna system.
Although, as noted in Chapter 3, for a beamsteered array to be a smart antenna it has to use signal processing in order to obtain the desired beam pattern according to certain conditions. Thus, an algorithm that controls the antenna performance is needed. In the case of phase-shift arrays, the phase of each antenna element must be set by a computer control or intelligence.

5.2 Adaptive Antenna Arrays and Bio-Inspired Algorithms

Due to the amazing development of computers, the application of numerical optimization techniques to antenna design has become possible. Genetic algorithms have been applied to adapting the response of an antenna array in order to reject interference. In [7], a constrained GA was used to prevent nulling of the desired signal received by the main beam. This work used amplitude and phase, phase only and amplitude only weights. Wang et al. [8] also proposed the optimization of amplitude and phase with genetic algorithms using a combined approach.
including subarray amplitude weights. Their results show that the combined approach reduces the grating lobes successfully. In [9], the Bees Algorithm (BA) was used for the pattern synthesis of a linear antenna array with prescribed nulls. Nulling of the pattern is achieved by controlling the amplitude of each array element. On the other hand, a phase-only technique was proposed in [75] where local genetic algorithms were used to search for the optimal weighting vector of the phase shift perturbation of the antenna array. A new convergent method referred to as the two-way convergent method was presented.

Other bio-inspired algorithms like the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [10] have been found to be effective in optimizing difficult multidimensional problems in a variety of fields [76] including electromagnetics [77, 78]. This technique has proven to be successful for antenna design, as presented in [79, 15, 78] and has been shown to outperform, in certain cases, other optimization methods [80]. The PSO algorithm has been used to reconfigure phase-differentiated array antennas in [11]. In this work, element excitations are found that produce a main beam with low sidelobes with the additional requirement that the same excitation amplitudes should result in a high directivity and pencil-shaped main beam.

As described in Chapter 3, Particle Swarm Optimization is based on the behaviour of groups of living creatures like a swarm of bees. Their goal is to find the location with the highest density of flowers by randomly flying over the field. Each bee can remember the location where it found the most flowers, and by dancing in the air, it can communicate this information to other bees. Occasionally, one bee may fly over a place with more flowers than had been previously discovered by any bee in the swarm. Over time, more bees end up flying closer and closer to the best patch of the field. Soon, all the bees swarm around this point.

The suitability of the PSO algorithm for adaptive arrays has been described in [81], where it was employed for blind adaptation of the directional characteristic of antenna arrays. It was found that the PSO is capable of following the dynamic changes in the environment and the possibility of an FPGA implementation was discussed. Modifications to the PSO algorithms have been presented by Li et al. [82], where the EPSO (Extended Particle Swarm Optimization) was proposed.
This extension uses a velocity updating mechanism and new exceeding boundary control operators to overcome the drawbacks of PSO.

Previous work on the field of antenna array analysis and design using PSO have been presented in [15], where the relative position of the antenna elements has been optimized to obtain minimum Side-Lobe Levels (SLL) and nulls towards the undesired directions. The PSO algorithm has successfully been also applied to design other kinds of antennas like circular antenna arrays [83] by setting the distance between the elements. However, in the case of smart antennas, the position of the antenna elements is fixed so the relative displacement can not be changed. To determine the shape of the radiation pattern, another characteristic of the array must be adjusted, for example the excitation phase of each individual element. Phase shifters connected to the antennas can be used to cancel interference by placing nulls on the directions of the interfering sources. This was proposed in [84] and was accomplished by using Memetic Algorithms.

In this chapter, the use of the Particle Swarm Optimization technique to find the optimal radiation pattern of an adaptive antenna is proposed. By calculating the phase shift weights of a linear antenna array, the beam direction can be steered towards a desired angle. In addition, it is possible to place nulls at the direction of possible interferers. The present work compares these results with the ones obtained by using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and shows that the PSO performs better in terms of power levels. Furthermore, for a desired array configuration, the number of fitness function evaluations performed by the PSO is shown to be less than the one from the GA. This can lead to an improvement in the overall performance of an adaptive array since its configuration must meet tough demands.

5.3 Problem Description

Let us assume that the antenna under investigation is an array of $2N$ infinitesimal dipoles positioned along the $x$-axis equidistant from each other as shown in Figure 5.3. The total field of the array is equal to the field of a single element positioned at the origin multiplied by a factor which is widely referred to as the array factor.
Thus, for the $2N$-element array, the array factor is given by [23]

$$ AF(\theta) = \sum_{n=1}^{2N} w_n e^{j(n-1)(kd \cos(\theta)+\beta)} $$

$$ \psi = kd \cos(\theta) + \beta $$

If the distance among elements is $d$ and the reference point is the centre of the array, the array factor becomes

$$ AF(\theta) = \sum_{n=1}^{2N} \alpha_n e^{j[(n-0.5)\psi+\beta_n]} $$

where

- $2N = \text{number of antenna elements}$
- $\alpha_n = \text{amplitude weight at element } n$
- $\beta_n = \text{phase shift weight at element } n$
- $\psi = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} d \sin(\theta) = kd \sin(\theta)$
- $\theta = \text{angle of interfering or desired signal}$

In this work, only the phase shift weights are considered, so the amplitude weights are constant. If the phase shifts are odd symmetry, the array factor can be written as

\[ AF(\theta) = 2 \sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos[(n - 0.5)\psi + \beta_n] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

and in its normalized form

\[ AF_n(\theta) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos[(n - 0.5)\psi + \beta_n] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

This equation represents a mathematical description of the antenna radiation pattern and can be used by optimization algorithms. The PSO algorithm is able to search for optimal phase shift weights using a fitness function based on this array factor.

5.4 Simulations

This section presents the three main experiments performed to demonstrate the performance of the Particle Swarm Optimization and the Genetic Algorithm. The first experiment consists in simulating a 20-element linear antenna array with 1 desired transmitter and 1 interferer. Both the PSO and the GA algorithms will obtain an optimum phase-shift vector that configures the array in such a way that the resulting main lobe points towards the desired signal, while the array pattern presents a null in the direction of the interferer. The aim of the experiment is to compare the results obtained by the algorithms in terms of average number of function evaluations. As mentioned before, this measure describes the capability of an algorithm to find an acceptable solution and is an important factor in the performance of mobile devices. The second experiment is similar to the first one and the aim is to test both algorithms to a more difficult environment, namely having two undesired signals instead of one. Given the difficulty of obtaining a suitable array pattern, the second experiment is performed for a 40-element linear antenna array. Lastly, a third experiment is run to investigate the possibility of having two desired signals instead of one. Once again, the PSO and the GA algorithms are tested for a 40-element antenna.

5.4.1 Experiment 1: 1 desired and 1 undesired signals

Given a desired transmitter called user1 at the direction of -60° and an interferer transmitter called user2 at 30°, find a set of phase shifters that will configure a linear antenna array in such a way that the main lobe is directed to user1 whilst a null is presented to user2. For this problem, an array of 20 isotropic elements is defined, so \( N = 10 \) which is the dimension of the problem and the result consists of a vector \( x \) of 10 elements, each one corresponding to \( \beta_n \). Figure 5.1 shows an illustration of the desired radiation pattern.

The geometry of the linear array is defined as follows: The distance \( d \) of any two adjacent elements is set to \( \lambda/2 = 2 \) where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. \( k \) equals to \( (2\pi)/\lambda \) and represents the wavenumber. The PSO algorithm is programmed in Matlab and is based on the Standard PSO 2007 proposed by Maurice Clerc in [85]. The parameters are set as shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Set of parameters for the PSO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swarm size</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correction factor</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum boundary</td>
<td>(-\pi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum boundary</td>
<td>(\pi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>(1\times10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The swarm size is set to 20 individuals. The inertia corresponds to the weight \( w \) and is fixed to 1.0. The correction factor are the constants \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in the PSO velocity Equation 3.1. Previous work has shown that a value of 2.0 is a good choice for both parameters [86]. Initial positions are chosen at random inside the search space which is \([-\pi; \pi]\) radians. This means that the algorithm must be configured to limit each particle position to those constraints. If a particle moves out of the the search space, its position is set to the previous value. The algorithm stops when the difference between successive fitness function values is less than the tolerance value, in this case, \(1\times10^{-6}\). Given that there are two conditions to be met, the fitness function consists of two parts: \( F(\theta_1) \) which will attempt to maximize the value of the array factor for the direction of user1 = -60°. While a
second function, $F(\theta_2)$ must minimize the array factor for the direction of user2 = $30^\circ$. The following fitness function is deduced

$$\text{FitnessFunction} = F_1 - F_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

where

$$F_1 = |AF(\theta_1)|^2 = \left| \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos[(d - 0.5)k \sin(\theta_1) + \beta_n] \right|^2$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

and

$$F_2 = |AF(\theta_2)|^2 = \left| \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos[(d - 0.5)k \sin(\theta_2) + \beta_n] \right|^2$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

where $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ correspond to the angles of user1 and user2 respectively.

A standard Genetic Algorithm (GA) is tested to compare its performance against the PSO. The Matlab function `ga` from the "Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search Toolbox" is used. All parameters are left to their default values (see Table 5.2 except for the population size which is set to 20, the maximum number of generations which is 500, the defined boundaries $-\pi$ and $\pi$ and the tolerance value which is the same as the PSO: $1 \times 10^{-6}$. Using the same tolerance for both algorithms ensures that they will attempt to reach a result within the same error of each other.

After running the simulations, a vector of phase shift weights for each algorithm is obtained, $x_{ga}$ and $x_{pso}$ as shown in Table 5.3.

The algorithm initializes each particle with a set of randomly generated shift weights. These values are optimized at each iteration until their values produce an array pattern that meets the given constraints. This optimization is shown as a change in the values of the phase-shift vector which is represented by the position of each particle. Figure 5.4 is a graph that shows the behaviour of one of the particles for this run. It can be seen that the particle's position converges
Table 5.2: Set of parameters for the GA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual’s encoding</td>
<td>Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Stochastic uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction</td>
<td>Elite count: 2. Crossover fraction: 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>Constraint dependent default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover</td>
<td>Scattered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration</td>
<td>Forward. Fraction:0.2. Interval: 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Phase shift vectors (in radians) to obtain a main lobe at -60°, null at 30°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x_{ga}$</th>
<th>$x_{pso}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>1.4378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>-0.7943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>1.0848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>2.6372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_5$</td>
<td>-0.2880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_6$</td>
<td>2.3845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_7$</td>
<td>-0.1420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_8$</td>
<td>1.9148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_9$</td>
<td>-0.8593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{10}$</td>
<td>0.8625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>1.2899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>-2.2126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>0.5883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>3.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_5$</td>
<td>-0.3530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_6$</td>
<td>2.4889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_7$</td>
<td>-1.2133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_8$</td>
<td>1.5080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_9$</td>
<td>-1.9363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{10}$</td>
<td>0.7529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to the optimum values on each iteration until the stop criteria is met.

The resulting radiation pattern in dB (decibels) is shown in Figure 5.5. As can be seen, both algorithms successfully obtained a suitable set of phase shift weights that produce the desired radiation pattern. The main lobe is directed towards the angle of $user_1 = -60^\circ$, while a null in the direction of $user_2 = 30^\circ$ is formed. It can also be noted that the PSO algorithm achieved a better radiation pattern than that obtained by the GA. The power of the main lobe is also higher for the PSO as the value of the null is lower. It was also observed that the PSO algorithm performed a lower number of fitness function evaluations than the GA. The PSO executed 1338 fitness function operations whereas the GA executed 1667.

To further study this, the same experiment was run 100 times and the mean was calculated. Another factor to consider is the dimension of the problem or number of array elements. In Figure 5.6, the graph shows the total number of function evaluations executed by both algorithms over different dimensions. For a range of dimensions from 5 to 30, the GA performed more function evaluations than the PSO. This is important since a dynamic configuration of the array
should meet the performance requirements according to the application. The total number of fitness function evaluations indicates the overall performance of the system, given that the fitness function evaluation is the most computationally intensive part of the algorithm.

5.4.2 Experiment 2: 1 desired and 2 undesired signals

A second experiment was performed in which the capability of avoiding two different directions instead of one was tested. In this example, user2 is moved to the direction $-20^\circ$, closer to the desired user1 which remains at $-60^\circ$. A third undesired user, user3 appears in the direction $40^\circ$. The aim is to create nulls in user2 and user3 directions. This time, the number of antenna elements is set to 40 so the dimension of the problem is $N = 20$. The rest of the parameters for both algorithms are the same as the first experiment. A set of 20 phase shift weights is obtained from the GA and PSO algorithms as shown in Table 5.4.

Figure 5.7 show the convergence of the phase-shift vector of one of the particles. It can be seen that the optimum values are obtained around the 70th iteration.
Figure 5.6: Average number of function evaluations against dimensions.

Table 5.4: Phase shift vectors for main lobe at -60°, nulls at -20°, 40°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$x_{ga}$</th>
<th>$x_{pso}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>1.7244</td>
<td>1.5439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>0.6048</td>
<td>2.1608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>0.6785</td>
<td>0.4752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>2.3043</td>
<td>3.1413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_5$</td>
<td>0.6309</td>
<td>-0.2736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_6$</td>
<td>1.9293</td>
<td>-3.1392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_7$</td>
<td>0.9169</td>
<td>-1.2152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_8$</td>
<td>1.2024</td>
<td>1.2778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_9$</td>
<td>2.2653</td>
<td>3.1415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{10}$</td>
<td>0.9047</td>
<td>0.7004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{11}$</td>
<td>3.1094</td>
<td>-2.9015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{12}$</td>
<td>0.9034</td>
<td>-0.0983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{13}$</td>
<td>2.4115</td>
<td>-3.1415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{14}$</td>
<td>0.3607</td>
<td>-0.9601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{15}$</td>
<td>1.1969</td>
<td>1.4342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{16}$</td>
<td>0.3128</td>
<td>-1.7718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{17}$</td>
<td>1.2371</td>
<td>0.9627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{18}$</td>
<td>2.8380</td>
<td>-2.7192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{19}$</td>
<td>0.3142</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{20}$</td>
<td>2.8321</td>
<td>2.8388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.7: Phase-shift vector of one of the particles for a 40-element array.

It is important to note that the fitness function must be modified for this problem since there is a third factor that affects its output. The new fitness function is given by Equation 5.8.

\[ \text{Fitness} = F_1 - F_2 - F_3 \]  

(5.8)

where

\[ F_1 = |AF(\theta_1)|^2 = \left| \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos((d - 0.5)k \sin(\theta_1) + \beta_n) \right|^2 \]  

(5.9)

and

\[ F_2 = |AF(\theta_2)|^2 = \left| \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos((d - 0.5)k \sin(\theta_2) + \beta_n) \right|^2 \]  

(5.10)

and

\[ F_3 = |AF(\theta_3)|^2 \]
\[ = \frac{1}{N} \left| \sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos[(d - 0.5)k \sin(\theta_3) + \beta_n] \right|^2 \tag{5.11} \]

where \( F_3 \) corresponds to the third condition which is a null at the direction of \( \text{user } 3 = 40^\circ \). After simulating the GA and PSO algorithms, the resulting radiation pattern, shown in Figure 5.8, is obtained.

Figure 5.8: Radiation pattern for desired angle -60\(^\circ\), and interfering angles -20\(^\circ\) and 40\(^\circ\).

Once again, it can be observed that both algorithms are able to optimize a set of phase shift weights that cause a main lobe and two nulls to point to the desired and interfering directions. Similar to the first experiment, the PSO algorithm performs generally better in terms of radiating power. Moreover, it can be noticed that the Side-Lobe Levels (SLL) which are the lobes other than the main lobe, are considerably lower for the PSO compared to those for the GA. This is often desirable as it helps to avoid other interfering signals at different directions other than the main lobe. These experiments suggest that the PSO
algorithm tends to perform better than the GA algorithm in terms of higher power in the desired direction and lower power in the interfering directions. This lead to carrying out a third experiment to further study this: In order to observe if the PSO obtains in general better configurations, the second experiment with the same conditions was repeated 1000 times. The power at the main lobe and null directions (maximum and minimum levels) of \textit{user}1, \textit{user}2 and \textit{user}3 for both algorithms was measured. The results of both PSO an GA algorithms are shown in Figure 5.9.

![Figure 5.9: Maximum and Minimum power pattern levels for the GA and PSO algorithms.](image)

It can be observed that the power of the main lobe obtained by the PSO algorithm is generally maintained around -5dB for almost all of the 1000 experiments while the levels achieved by the GA are not as constant and oscillate between -5dB and -10dB. Similarly, the power radiated towards the undesired directions is generally lower in the case of the PSO compared with the ones obtained by the GA.

5.4.3 Experiment 3: 2 desired and 3 undesired signals

A third experiment was conducted to investigate the possibility of having two desired users instead of one. This time, \textit{user}1 and \textit{user}2 have desired angles at

20° and 60° respectively. A number of three undesired directions is set at -70°, -50° and 0°. The resulting pattern of this experiment is shown in Figure 5.10.

![Figure 5.10: Radiation pattern for two desired angles at 20° and 60°, and interfering angles at -70°, -50° and 0°.](image)

It can be seen that both algorithms managed to get prescribed nulls at the undesired directions, but the PSO was slightly better at directing the beams with the most power towards the desired users.

### 5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the Particle Swarm Optimization method was used to obtain a set of phase shift weights that configure a linear antenna array. These weights were optimized in order to maximize the power of the main lobe at a desired direction while keeping nulls towards interferers. A comparison with a Genetic Algorithm was studied and the results of 1000 experiments show that the PSO achieves better and more consistent radiation patterns than those of the GA. It was also observed that the total number of fitness function evaluations is lower for the PSO, which suggests an advantage in terms of performance as the function evaluation tends to have higher computational cost.
Chapter 6

Adaptive Antennas and Particle Swarm Optimization

In this chapter, the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is used to generate a set of array weights for a uniform planar rectangular array. The goal is to maximize the power towards a desired direction while minimizing it in the direction of interferers. A fitness function based on the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio is used. The results are compared with those obtained by the Genetic Algorithm. These results suggest that the PSO algorithm outperforms the GA in terms of the total number of fitness function evaluations. It was also concluded that the PSO is able to obtain lower sidelobe levels which help to avoid interference. Moreover, the gain levels are lower in the direction of interferers compared with those obtained by the GA.

6.1 Introduction

With the fast growth of mobile communication devices, new adaptive techniques are required to reduce the effects of interfering radiation. These methods must be able to conform to the ever changing environment conditions and maintain an efficient use of the communication channel. Adaptive antenna arrays are able to automatically extract the desired signal from interferer signals and external noise. Moreover, they are capable of continuously updating their array weights
to ensure the best quality of service is achieved [27]. This is attained by radiating power towards the desired angular sector, thus, excluding undesired signals from other incidence angles.

Several methodologies have been proposed in the past to find the optimal synthesis of array weights. One such technique was proposed by Applebaum in [87] where an algorithm for adaptive interference cancellation is presented. Together with the adaptive sidelobe cancellation (SLC) by Howells [88, 89] it became known as the Howells-Applebaum algorithm. Another approach has been proposed by Widrow et al. in [90] where by using the least mean squares (LMS) a self-training system for adaptive arrays was developed. Both the Howells-Applebaum and Widrow methods are gradient-search algorithms. Although these solutions are mathematically elegant, their implementation in hardware is very difficult due to the cost of the analog components. Some solutions require an expensive receiver at each antenna element. In order to make adaptive antennas commercially available, the hardware must use already available components which are in the digital domain. Digital phase shifters in standard array architectures turn out to be a cheap solution as the use of expensive adjustable amplitude weights or correlators is avoided.

Other approaches have been proposed where the synthesis is treated as an optimization problem using evolutionary techniques like the genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithms are ideal for solving such problems as they are capable of optimizing nonlinear multimodal functions that have many variables. Moreover, experimental results show that GAs are able to find good solutions to antenna array optimization in a quick manner [38]. In recent years, modern computer systems have enabled researchers to apply these techniques to antenna design [78, 11, 91]. Besides the GAs, another bio-inspired algorithm which is widely used is the PSO algorithm. It has been found to be effective in optimizing difficult multidimensional problems in a variety of fields [76, 78]. Unlike GAs, the PSO is based upon the cooperation amongst the individuals rather than their competition. In addition, it is easier to calibrate and to control the parameters of the PSO over the GA [39]. GAs require a specific strategy and careful choice of operators according to the application, whereas PSO eliminates the process of
selecting the best operators by sequentially updating its equations. Therefore, the aim of this work is to evaluate the effectiveness of the PSO in solving adaptive antenna array challenges and to analyse and compare its performance with other optimization techniques.

### 6.2 Mathematical Formulation

Let us consider a traditional narrowband antenna array of \( N \) elements as shown in Figure 6.1.

![Figure 6.1: Traditional narrowband antenna array.](image)

\( s(k) \) is a desired signal arriving from the angle \( \theta_0 \). \( i_1(k) \) to \( i_N(k) \) are \( N \) interferers arriving from angles \( \theta_1 \) to \( \theta_N \). \( M \) elements with \( M \) phase weights receive the total signal composed by the desired signal and the interferers. The general total array output is given by [16]

\[
y(k) = \tilde{\omega}^H \cdot \bar{x}(k)
\]  

(6.1)
where

\[
\bar{x}(k) = \bar{a}_0 s(k) + [\bar{a}_1 \bar{a}_2 \cdots \bar{a}_N] \cdot \begin{bmatrix} i_1(k) \\ i_2(k) \\ \vdots \\ i_N(k) \end{bmatrix} + \bar{n}(k)
\]

\[
= \bar{x}_s(k) + \bar{x}_i(k) + \bar{n}(k) \tag{6.2}
\]

with

- \( \bar{\omega} = [\omega_1 \omega_2 \cdots \omega_M]^T \) = array weights
- \( \bar{x}_s(k) \) = desired signal vector
- \( \bar{x}_i(k) \) = interfering signals vector
- \( \bar{n}(k) \) = zero mean Gaussian noise for each channel
- \( \bar{a}_i \) = \( M \)-element steering vector for the \( \theta_i \) direction of arrival

The weighted array output power for the desired signal is

\[
P_{ss} = E\left[ |\bar{\omega}^H \cdot \bar{x}_s|^2 \right] = \bar{\omega}^H \cdot \bar{R}_{ss} \cdot \bar{\omega} \tag{6.3}
\]

where

\[
\bar{R}_{ss} = E\left[ \bar{x}_s^H \bar{x}_s \right] \tag{6.4}
\]

is the signal correlation matrix. And the weighted array output power for the undesired signals is given by

\[
P_{uu} = E\left[ |\bar{\omega}^H \cdot \bar{u}|^2 \right] = \bar{\omega}^H \cdot \bar{R}_{uu} \cdot \bar{\omega} \tag{6.5}
\]

where

\[
\bar{R}_{uu} = \bar{R}_{ii} + \bar{R}_{nn} \tag{6.6}
\]

with

- \( \bar{R}_{ii} \) = correlation matrix for interferers
- \( \bar{R}_{nn} \) = correlation matrix for noise

The Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) is defined as the ratio of
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The desired signal power divided by the undesired signal power

\[ \text{SINR} = \frac{P_{ss}}{P_{uu}} = a^2 \frac{|\bar{w}^H \cdot \bar{x}_s|^2}{\bar{w}^H \cdot \bar{R}_{uu} \cdot \bar{w}} \]  

(6.7)

Maximizing the SINR is a criterion which can be applied to enhancing the received signal while minimizing the interfering signals [25]. The Applebaum optimization criterion [26], consists in maximizing SINR. But a direct maximization of Equation 6.7 is not possible since neither \( a \) nor \( \bar{R}_{uu} \) can be directly measured. However, as shown in [27], the equation can be recast as the maximization of the fitness function \( f(\tilde{\omega}) \)

\[ f(\tilde{\omega}) = \frac{|\tilde{\omega}^H \cdot \bar{x}_s|^2}{\tilde{\omega}^H \cdot \bar{R}_{xx} \cdot \tilde{\omega}} \]  

(6.8)

Equation 6.8 can be used as the fitness function for population-based optimization algorithms like the Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithms.

### 6.3 Results

In this section, the capabilities of the PSO algorithm to obtain an optimal set of weights are assessed. The results of several numerical experiments are presented and compared with those of the GA algorithm.

Three different experiments are conducted: The first experiment involves the optimization of a 10x10-element rectangular array. The aim is to use the SINR in the fitness function of the Particle Swarm Optimization and the Genetic Algorithm to find a set of array weights. These weights should configure the antenna array in such a way that it can receive desired signals and block undesired or jammer signals. The results are presented as graphics showing the resulting radiation patterns. Another goal of this experiment is to calculate the number of evaluations performed by each of the two algorithms. This figure is useful to predict the overall performance of a communication system, as often the computational effort happens when evaluating the fitness function. Thus, reducing the number of evaluations, while obtaining an acceptable result is important for mobile communication devices.
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The second experiment is similar to the first one. The PSO and GA algorithms find the antenna set of weights but this time using a fixed number of iterations. The goal of the experiment is to evaluate the minimum gain level towards the prescribed nulls obtained by each algorithm. This experiment helps to assess the capability of the PSO and GA algorithms to find the best possible solution given a limited number of fitness function evaluations.

The third and last experiment consists in solving the same problem as before but for different antenna array configurations (20-element array, 2x8-element array, 4x6-element array, 5x5-element array and 10x10-element array). In this experiment, the algorithms Least Means Squares (LMS) and Recursive Least Squares (RLS) [92] together with the PSO and GA algorithms, solve the problem for each antenna geometry.

6.3.1 Experiment 1: Number of evaluations

The first experiment deals with the optimization of a $10 \times 10$-element half-wavelength-spaced planar rectangular array. The goal is to find a set of array weights that will configure each element to obtain an optimized beam pattern for the following conditions: A desired transmitter called user1 at the direction $(\theta=0^\circ, \phi=0^\circ)$ and 3 undesired signals jammer1, jammer2 and jammer3 coming from directions $(\theta=20^\circ, \phi=30^\circ)$, $(\theta=60^\circ, \phi=45^\circ)$ and $(\theta=-40^\circ, \phi=-60^\circ)$ respectively.

To solve this problem, the PSO and GA algorithms are initialized with the following parameters: Dimension $= M \times N = 10 \times 10 = 100$. Number of individuals $= 24$. The initial positions of the individuals are randomly generated inside the search space with minimum and maximum boundaries of $[-1, 1]$. The stopping criteria for both algorithms consists of a tolerance value of $1 \times 10^{-4}$. In other words, the process stops when the fitness function reaches a value greater than or equal to $1 - (1 \times 10^{-4})$.

Table 6.1 shows the parameters set for the PSO and GA algorithms for this experiment. Note that both algorithms use the same tolerance ($1 \times 10^{-4}$) in order for them to exert the same effort to find a solution.

The PSO algorithm was programmed in Matlab and is based on the Standard PSO 2007 proposed by Maurice Clerc in [93]. The PSO parameters are set as
Figure 6.2: PSO and GA radiation patterns for 3 jammers.
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### Algorithm Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimension</strong></td>
<td>$M \times N = 10 \times 10 = 100$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of individuals</strong></td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial position</strong></td>
<td>$[-1, 1]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimum boundary</strong></td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum boundary</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tolerance</strong></td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inertia weight ($w$)</strong></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correction factor ($c_1, c_2$)</strong></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual's encoding</strong></td>
<td>Real</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selection</strong></td>
<td>Stochastic uniform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutation</strong></td>
<td>Constraint dependent default</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crossover</strong></td>
<td>Scattered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.1: Parameters used by the PSO and GA algorithms when optimizing a $10 \times 10$-element planar rectangular array

Following: The weight $w$ in Equation 3.1, also called inertia, is set to 1.0. The constants $c_1$ and $c_2$, or correction factor, are set to 2.0. Previous work has shown that this value is a good choice for both parameters [86]. For the case of the GA algorithm, the “Matlab Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search Toolbox” is used. All parameters of the `ga` Matlab function are left to their default values except for the ones previously mentioned. Note that by using the same tolerance as the PSO ($1 \times 10^{-4}$) both algorithms exert the same effort to find a solution.

After running the simulations, each algorithm obtained a vector of array weights. Figure 6.2 shows the resulting radiation patterns in dB (decibels). It can be seen that both algorithms are able to generate suitable array weights to produce the desired radiation pattern. The main lobe, that corresponds to user 1 is directed towards $(\theta=0^\circ, \phi=0^\circ)$, whereas 3 nulls appear for the undesired signals: $jammer_1 = (\theta=20^\circ, \phi=30^\circ)$, $jammer_2 = (\theta=60^\circ, \phi=45^\circ)$ and $jammer_3 = (\theta=-40^\circ, \phi=-60^\circ)$. In order to obtain statistical significance, the algorithms are run 100 times. The mean was calculated and the results are shown in Table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean for 100 runs</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of evaluations</strong></td>
<td>327.36</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of iterations</strong></td>
<td>14.64</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area above the pattern</strong></td>
<td>32.9896</td>
<td>27.8802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.2: PSO and GA statistics after 100 runs.

It can be observed that the PSO executes a lower number of fitness function evaluations.
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evaluations on average. The number of evaluations helps to predict the overall performance of the system, given that most of the computational effort done by the algorithm consists of the evaluation of the fitness function. By calculating the area above each radiation pattern, it can be noted that the sidelobe Levels (SLL) which are the lobes other than the main lobe, are lower for the PSO compared to those for the GA. This is often desirable as it helps to avoid other interfering signals at different directions other than the main lobe.

6.3.2 Experiment 2: Gain level of prescribed nulls

A second experiment was performed, this time with 4 interferers: jammer1, jammer2, jammer3 and jammer4 coming from directions \((\theta=45^\circ, \phi=-80^\circ)\), \((\theta=-55^\circ, \phi=70^\circ)\), \((\theta=-20^\circ, \phi=50^\circ)\) and \((\theta=80^\circ, \phi=40^\circ)\) respectively. The same parameters of the previous experiment are used except for the stopping criteria. This time the number of iterations is fixed to 100 for both GA and PSO. The purpose of this change is to evaluate the minimum gain level reached in the direction of prescribed nulls. Figure 6.3 shows the radiation patterns obtained.

The mean minimum power at all the nulls for the PSO algorithm is \(-35.7\) dB whereas the power for the GA is \(-23.4\) dB. These figures suggest that the PSO algorithm tends to perform better than the GA algorithm in terms of radiation power directed towards undesired signals.

6.3.3 Experiment 3: Different array configurations

In the third and last experiment, the Particle Swarm Optimization, the Genetic Algorithm, the Least Means Squares and the Recursive Least Means are used to solve a similar problem to the previous experiments. Three interferers: jammer1, jammer2, and jammer3 coming from directions \((\theta=-60^\circ)\), \((\theta=-30^\circ)\) and \((\theta=45^\circ)\) are to be avoided. Figure 6.7 shows the array pattern of a 20-element linear antenna array. It can be seen that the PSO algorithm obtains the lowest null levels compared with the GA, LMS and RLS methods. Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 show similar results for a 2x8-element array, 4x6-element array, 5x5-element array and 10x10-element array respectively. These results show that both the
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Figure 6.3: PSO and GA radiation patterns for 4 jammers.

(a) Radiation pattern for jammer 1 (\(\theta=45^\circ, \phi=-80^\circ\)).
(b) Radiation pattern for jammer 2 (\(\theta=-55^\circ, \phi=70^\circ\)).
(c) Radiation pattern for jammer 3 (\(\theta=-20^\circ, \phi=50^\circ\)).
(d) Radiation pattern for jammer 4 (\(\theta=80^\circ, \phi=40^\circ\)).

Figure 6.4: 3 interferers.

(a) PSO and GA 2D array pattern.
(b) PSO 3D array pattern.

Figure 6.4: 3 interferers.
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(a) PSO and GA 2D array pattern.  
(b) PSO 3D array pattern.

Figure 6.5: 5 interferers.

Figure 6.6: Null levels for each run.
PSO and GA algorithms are capable of obtain the desired results independently from the geometry configuration of a given antenna array.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio was used in the fitness function for population-based optimization algorithms. The Particle Swarm Optimization method was used to generate a set of array weights to configure a planar rectangular array. These weights were optimized in order to maximize the power towards a desired direction whilst minimizing it in the direction of interferers. A standard Genetic Algorithm was also studied and the results show that the PSO performs better in terms of the total number of fitness function evaluations. This suggests an advantage in performance as the fitness function tends to have a high computational cost. It was also observed that the PSO obtains on average lower sidelobe levels which are desirable to avoid interference. Furthermore, the gain levels in the direction of nulls were computed and it was found that the PSO produces lower values than those of the GA.
Figure 6.7: Linear 20-element array pattern showing nulls at -60°, -30° and 45° for algorithms PSO, GA, LMS and RLS.
Figure 6.8: Rectangular 2x8-element array pattern showing nulls at -60°, -30° and 45° for algorithms PSO, GA, LMS and RLS.
Figure 6.9: Rectangular 4x6-element array pattern showing nulls at -60°, -30° and 45° for algorithms PSO, GA, LMS and RLS.
Figure 6.10: Rectangular 5x5-element array pattern showing nulls at -60°, -30° and 45° for algorithms PSO, GA, LMS and RLS.
Figure 6.11: Rectangular 10x10-element array pattern showing nulls at -60°, -30° and 45° for algorithms PSO, GA, LMS and RLS.
Chapter 7

Meta-Optimization Techniques

During the development of this thesis it was observed that the performance of optimization algorithms depends heavily on their initial parameters. To enhance the effectiveness of an algorithm, these parameters should be carefully selected according to the problem to be solved. For example, the GA has crossover and mutation rates which will affect the overall ability of the algorithm to converge to the desired solution. By modifying these parameters, a good balance between exploration and exploitation can be achieved. In this chapter, the parameters of algorithms such as Differential Evolution, Simulated Annealing, Hill Climb and Particle Swarm Optimization will be selected using a technique called meta-optimization. This process consists of using another optimization algorithm to find good behavioural parameters. A group of algorithms, namely Pattern Search, Local Unimodal Sampling as well as DE and PSO are selected to act as a second layer of optimization over the mentioned techniques. Meta-landscapes, which are graphical representations of the meta-optimization problem are shown as well as statistics obtained for each meta-optimization experiment. A similar antenna problem to that in the previous chapter is solved using the obtained meta-optimized parameters. Moreover, antenna synthesis problems proposed in the literature will also be tackled using meta-optimization techniques. Results show that these meta-optimized parameters enable the algorithms to obtain better results than those achieved by standard parameters as well as the parameters obtained by hand-tuning.
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7.1 Introduction

Traditionally, the behavioural parameters have been chosen according to numerous experiments done by researchers. One example is presented in [94], where the impact of inertia weight and maximum velocity on the performance of the PSO algorithm is analysed. A number of experiments were performed with different values for these parameters and it was concluded that when the maximum velocity is small, an inertia weight of approximately 1 is a good choice. Another example of parameter analysis is given in [95], where a constriction factor is proposed to limit the maximum velocity while using the inertia weight according to a given equation. In relation to the DE algorithm, Storn et al. [36] describe several variants of the algorithm and provide some general hints on their usage.

Parameters can also be selected according to mathematical analysis as shown in [12] in which the PSO algorithm is analyzed and graphical parameter selection guidelines are provided. This study showed different results of the speed of convergence and the tradeoff with the robustness of the solutions. Clerc and Kennedy [93] also show an analytical view of the particle’s trajectory which leads to a generalized model of the algorithm and its convergence tendencies.

The selection of parameters can be divided into two cases: parameter tuning and parameter control [13]. In parameter control the parameter values change during the optimization run. An initial parameter value is needed and it has to suit the control strategies that can be deterministic, adaptive, or self-adaptive [14]. On the other hand, in parameter tuning the values do not change during the run but there is still a large number of combinations depending on the number of parameters (variables). The following section explains the meta-optimization strategy which is a kind of parameter tuning.

7.2 Meta-optimization

Meta-optimization consists of using an optimization method to tune the parameters of another optimization method. Meta-optimization is also called Meta-evolution or Automated Parameter Calibration. This concept was used as early as 1978 by Mercer and Sampson [96], but due to the large computational costs,
their research was very limited. In 1986 Grefenstette [97] applied a GA as a second level optimizer to identify efficient GAs for a set of numerical optimization problems. As explained in the previous section, optimization techniques such as PSO and GAs have a set of parameters that control their behaviour when optimizing a given problem. These parameters affect greatly the output of the optimization method and must be chosen carefully. It is worth mentioning that a given set of parameters could work well when optimizing a specific problem but perform differently when optimizing another. Thus, finding the best parameters can be an arduous task and will depend on human perception of how they work.

Meta-optimization allows an objective way to find the most suitable set of parameters for a given optimization method and problem to be solved. The way meta-optimization works is by using an optimization algorithm that has the parameters as output. During the meta-optimization process, every new set of parameters is used by the optimization algorithm and its output evaluated. Thus, the outer layer is in charge of finding a better set of parameters until a stop condition is met. Figure 7.1 shows this concept.

![Figure 7.1: Meta-optimization. The parameters of the optimization algorithm are obtained by another optimization algorithm as a second layer.](image-url)
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7.3 Meta-landscapes

In optimization problems, researchers often have to deal with the complexity of having an exponential increase of dimensions in a problem space. This is called the curse of dimensionality, a term coined by Richard E. Bellman [98]. In meta-optimization, the number of parameters to be optimized is multiplied by the meta-optimizer’s own parameters. For each new parameter, the number of candidate solutions grows exponentially. For this reason, it is desirable that the meta-optimizer algorithm is as simple as possible. This means that the problem to be solved by the meta-optimizer should not be so complex as to have the algorithm fail to converge. One way to observe the kind of problem the meta-optimizer has to deal with, is to generate a 3-dimensional plot of the meta-fitness landscape. Most of the methods have more than two parameters so it is necessary to fix some of them to be able to produce a viewable plot.

Consider the PSO algorithm with $c_1$ and $c_2$ fixed to 1.49445. The variable parameters being the number of particles $NP$ and the inertia weight $\omega$. The boundaries for these parameters are [1, 200] for $NP$ and [-2, 2] for $\omega$. Figure 7.2(a) shows the meta-fitness landscape of the PSO when optimizing a 16-element linear antenna array and using the SINR (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio) as the fitness function. The algorithm is executed 50 times and runs for 200 iterations. These results suggest that the problem of meta-optimizing the PSO algorithm to solve the antenna array is simple. The meta-landscape surface is fairly regular and without obvious local minima. The graph shows that the meta-fitness values are worst when only a few number of particles are used. Figure 7.2(b) shows a closer look at the meta-landscape by capping the meta-fitness values at 8. It can be observed that a larger number of particles (above 50) is not only unnecessary but also worsens the results. In addition there is a symmetry in the values of $\omega$, both of which are better when they are close to 0, either with positive or negative values. Something similar can be observed in Figure 7.3(a) where the meta-landscape for the DE algorithm was obtained with the same problem. In this case, the variables are the number of particles $NP$ and the crossover probability $CR$. The third parameter $F$ is fixed to 0.6. It can also be noticed that the meta-landscape is fairly simple with a single minima. Figure 7.3(b) shows a close up of this region.
In the same fashion, the meta-landscapes for the SA and HC algorithms were obtained and are shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5 respectively. For the SA algorithm the sampling range \( r \) and the start value \( \alpha \) were used as variables while the end value \( \beta \) was set to 0.01 and the temperature \( T \) to 40000. The HC algorithm has only two parameters: the sampling range factor \( r \) and the probability weight \( D \). Both figures show meta-lanscapes quite similar to those of the DE and PSO algorithms with a valley of good performing parameter combinations. It should be recalled that for these experiments, some of the parameters were fixed, so it is possible that an optimization using all the parameters will look different. The full results will be shown in the following sections.

![Meta-landscape for 2 dimensions.](image1)

(a) Meta-landscape for 2 dimensions.

![Capped at 8 for clarity.](image2)

(b) Capped at 8 for clarity.

Figure 7.2: Meta-landscape for PSO obtained by varying two dimensions: The number of particles and the weight. The third and fourth parameters (\( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \)) are fixed to 1.49445. For 50 runs and 200 iterations. 16-element linear antenna array.

### 7.4 Parameter Tuning of Optimization Methods for Antenna Arrays

As explained in previous sections, a meta-optimization technique can be applied to optimization algorithms solving antenna problems. In Chapter 6 the PSO and GA algorithms were used to maximize the SINR to enhance the received signal while minimizing the interferers of an adaptive antenna array. A set of weights were obtained as a result of the PSO and GA techniques. In this section
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Figure 7.3: Meta-landscape for DE obtained by varying two dimensions: The number of particles and crossover probability. The third parameter $F$ is fixed to 0.6. For 50 runs and 200 iterations. 16-element linear antenna array.

Figure 7.4: Meta-landscape for SA obtained by varying two dimensions: The sampling range factor and $\alpha$. The third and fourth parameters $\beta$ and $T$ are fixed to 0.01 and 40000 respectively. For 50 runs and 200 iterations. 16-element linear antenna array.
the Differential Evolution, Simulated Annealing and Hill Climb algorithms will be used along with the PSO. However before optimizing an antenna problem, their set of parameters will be meta-optimized using simple algorithms like Pattern Search and Local Unimodal Sampling. The DE and PSO will also be used as meta-optimizers. The following subsections describe the meta-optimization process.

### 7.4.1 Meta-optimization Results

The problem to be solved consists of a 16-element uniform linear antenna array with a distance between elements of $0.5\lambda$. A desired signal arrives from the $0^\circ$ direction while three interferer signals come from $30^\circ$, $60^\circ$ and $-45^\circ$. In order to obtain the weights needed, Equation 6.8 will be used by the optimization process as the fitness function.

The meta-optimization algorithms were programmed in C language using a modified version of *SwarmOps* which is a source-code library for doing numerical optimization written by Pedersen [99]. The *SwarmOps* source-code is published under the GNU Lesser General Public License. Table 7.1 shows the results of the meta-optimization process which was run to obtain the best parameters for the DE algorithm. The first 4 columns show the four algorithms used as meta-
optimizers as well as the parameters used. PS needs no initial parameters, LUS uses $\gamma = 3$ while DE and PSO have a set of parameters ($NP=50$, $CR=0.9$, $F=0.6$) and ($S=50$, $\omega=0.729$, $c_1=c_2=1.4944$) respectively. It is worth noting that these parameters are taken from [35, 100] for DE and [86, 101] for PSO and will be considered the “standard” ones in this thesis. Another factor in the meta-optimization process is the number of meta-runs which in this case is 6. The number of meta-iterations is defined according to the number of parameters to be optimized multiplied by 20. This will allow a fair number of meta-iterations depending on the number of variables. The fifth column in Table 7.1 is the number of optimization iterations performed in the meta-optimization phase. In this case, for each process three different experiments were run: using 200, 500 and 1000 iterations. This is to observe the variation in the quality of the results according to the number of iterations and it will be discussed later on. The next column is the meta-fitness obtained in every experiment and shows the value obtained at the end of the 60 meta-iterations. The last three columns present the output which is the set of parameters suitable for the DE algorithm to best solve the antenna problem. The first is the number of particles $NP$, the second is the crossover probability $CR$ and the third the differential weight $F$ as described in Chapter 3. These set of parameters will be used in the second phase of the optimization problem which is to run the DE algorithm to optimize the linear array described above. Another important factor in the meta-optimization process is the number of runs or repetitions performed by the algorithm being meta-optimized (in this case the DE). This is in order to obtain statistical significance and is set to 100 runs. In other words, several runs are performed to minimize the chance that a better or worse result is obtained due only to the random nature of the algorithms. For these reason and, as explained in previous sections, the meta-optimization process is as complex as the multiplication of its stages, thus, the time taken by the experiment to finish can be considered lengthy. Table 7.5 shows the time taken in hours by each of the four meta-optimizers when running the optimized algorithm for 200, 500 and 1000 iterations. The description of the computer system used to run all the simulations on this thesis is the following: 64-bit Intel 4-Core i7 720QM @ 1.60GHz with 4.0Gb in RAM. Note: It should

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Meta-Runs</th>
<th>Meta-Iterations</th>
<th>Meta-Fitness</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Meta-Optimization Parameters
be mentioned that the nature of the processor, which has 4 cores, provided a substantial reduction in execution time compared with other architectures, for example with 1 core only. The meta-optimization of the algorithms SA, HC and PSO was performed in the same fashion. The only difference is the number of meta-iterations, given that each algorithm has a different number of parameters. The results for these algorithms are shown in Tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 respectively.

7.4.2 Optimization Results

Once the meta-optimized parameters for each algorithm are obtained, the next step is to run the algorithms using those parameters. In order to assess the results of the meta-optimization process, the results are shown together with the results of simulations performed with standard as well as hand-tuned parameters. The parameters shown in Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 are then used to configure the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms in order to solve the same problem as the previous section. Note that not only the results from using standard parameters are shown, but the ones resulting from hand-tuning or trial and error of adjusting the parameters to solve this particular antenna problem. The parameters (Refer to Chapter 3 for a detailed explanation for each parameter) used in these experiments are shown in Tables 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9. A close look at Table 7.6 shows that the number of particles $N_P$ suggested by the meta-optimization process is always less than the standard and the hand-tuned data. This can be regarded as an advantage if an implementation in hardware is in mind. For example, in a cellular architecture where each processing element implements a particle or individual, this reduction will lead to a decreased power consumption. The same situation can be observed in the case of the PSO algorithm in Table 7.9.

7.4.3 PSO Particle Velocity and Position

One way to assess the performance of the algorithms using the meta-optimized parameters is to observe their behaviour. In the case of the PSO, the particles have a velocity and a position. Each particle is given a random velocity and a random position at the beginning of the algorithm. In the next iteration, each
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The problem being solved is a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60°, and -45°. The number of iterations is 200, 500, and 1000.

Table 7.1: Meta-optimization of the Differential Evolution parameters using meta-methods PS, LUS, DE, PSO, and LUS. The problem being solved is a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60°, and -45°. The number of iterations is 200, 500, and 1000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>LUS</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>PS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-Optimization</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-Parameters</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Found Parameters</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 7.2: Meta-optimization of the Simulated Annealing parameters using meta-methods PS, LUS, DE, PSO and number of iterations 200, 500 and 1000. The problem being solved is a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-method</th>
<th>Meta-parameters</th>
<th>Meta-runs</th>
<th>Meta-iterations</th>
<th>Optimization Iterations</th>
<th>Meta-fitness</th>
<th>Best found parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.432773</td>
<td>0.0521403 0.010e^-3 0.000376 6343.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.263451</td>
<td>0.0152584 0.010e^-3 0.593754 100.00e^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.205891</td>
<td>0.0160618 0.269e^-3 1.000000 55289.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>γ = 3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.499939</td>
<td>0.0537584 0.440e^-3 0.322461 82547.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.541506</td>
<td>0.1076860 1.026e^-3 0.927442 96649.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.323078</td>
<td>0.0697977 2.196e^-3 0.589459 10034.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>NP = 50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.468874</td>
<td>0.0520060 0.010e^-3 0.019163 08158.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR = 0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.303287</td>
<td>0.0300787 0.010e^-3 0.764745 23695.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.252692</td>
<td>0.0176584 0.010e^-3 1.000000 90957.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>S = 50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.480620</td>
<td>0.0527300 0.010e^-3 0.670021 51376.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ω = 0.729</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.292168</td>
<td>0.0180429 0.010e^-3 0.123615 88774.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c_1, c_2 = 1.4944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.249360</td>
<td>0.0076126 0.010e^-3 0.844229 100.00e^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.3: Meta-optimization of the Hill Climbing parameters using meta-methods PS, LUS, DE, PSO and number of iterations 200, 500 and 1000. The problem being solved is a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Best found parameters</th>
<th>η</th>
<th>ε</th>
<th>γ</th>
<th>γ+</th>
<th>Best found parameters</th>
<th>η</th>
<th>ε</th>
<th>γ</th>
<th>γ+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>3.9351</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The problem being solved is a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.
Table 7.4: Meta-optimization of the Particle Swarm Optimization parameters using meta-methods PS, LUS, DE, PSO and number of iterations 200, 500 and 1000. The problem being solved is a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.
Table 7.5: Time taken by each meta-method to optimize the four algorithms DE, SA, HC and PSO running on a 64-bit Intel 4-Core i7 720QM @ 1.60GHz system. Each algorithm was run 100 times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-method</th>
<th>Time usage (hrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>0:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0:48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6: Standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized Differential Evolution parameters used to solve the 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-method</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard [35, 100]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-tuned</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.937561</td>
<td>0.241292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.891637</td>
<td>0.270391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.888624</td>
<td>0.201017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.854729</td>
<td>0.140400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.7: Standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized Simulated Annealing parameters used to solve the 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-method</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>40000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-tuned</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.05214</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.000376</td>
<td>6343.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>0.05375</td>
<td>0.00044</td>
<td>0.322461</td>
<td>82547.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.05200</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.019163</td>
<td>8158.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.05273</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.670021</td>
<td>51376.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

particle calculates a new velocity and a new position according to the PSO equations 3.1 and the fitness function. The expected behaviour is that the particles move faster in the early stages of the process and reduce their velocity as they get closer and closer to the solution. This helps the algorithm to converge faster.
Table 7.8: Standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized Hill Climb parameters used to solve the 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-method</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-tuned</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.039063</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>0.991528</td>
<td>2573.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.887655</td>
<td>778.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.728137</td>
<td>2973.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.9: Standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized Particle Swarm Optimization parameters used to solve the 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-method</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>ω</th>
<th>c₁</th>
<th>c₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>1.49445</td>
<td>1.49445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-tuned</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.006883</td>
<td>-0.062488</td>
<td>1.72909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUS</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-0.014692</td>
<td>0.221414</td>
<td>1.27601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.008264</td>
<td>0.10312</td>
<td>1.42876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>-0.010369</td>
<td>0.010174</td>
<td>3.11112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as the probability of a particle being initialized close to the solution is low but increases with the iterations as it improves the solution.

In Figure 7.6, the velocity of one of the particles over the number of iterations is shown. Each graph represents the velocity when using standard, hand-tuned, PS and LUS meta-optimized parameters. It can be seen that the velocity of the particle with the standard parameters varies in the range of [-1, 1] along the iterations and keeps changing even when reaching 1000 iterations. This means that the PSO is unable to converge at this moment when using the standard parameters. The second graph shows the velocity with hand-tuned parameters. This time, the velocity is reduced and reaches 0 before 400 iterations. Then, when using the LUS and PS meta-optimized parameters the velocity settles significantly faster, even before 200 iterations. These results show that the meta-optimization has enabled the PSO algorithm achieve better performance in terms of convergence.
time and accuracy which can be very helpful in real-time systems.

A similar conclusion can be drawn when observing the position of the particle. In Figure 7.7, a similar behaviour is shown when using the standard [86, 101], hand-tuned, LUS meta-optimized and PS meta-optimized parameters. The position varies between -2 and 2 during the 1000 iterations when using the standard parameters. But when using LUS and PS meta-optimized parameters, the particle settles faster, before the 400 iterations.

After running the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms, a set of array weight vectors is obtained by each algorithm for the 16-element linear antenna array. These vectors are shown in Table 7.10. Note that the vectors have 32 elements because the array weights consist of a complex number that represents the amplitude and the phase of each antenna element.
Figure 7.7: First position of one of the PSO particles using the standard [86], hand tuned, LUS meta-optimized and PS meta-optimized parameters.
### Chapter 7: Meta-Optimization Techniques

Meta-optimization involves the use of algorithms that optimize the parameters of another algorithm. This can be done through various methods, including PSO, SA, DE, and HC.

#### Table 7.1: Meta-Optimization Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>HC</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>DE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSO meta-optimized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 7.2: Meta-Optimization Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>HC</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>DE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSO meta-optimized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Footnotes

*Note: The results are presented in terms of the performance metrics for each method.*
7.4.4 Statistical Analysis

During the optimization process, statistical data of the performance of the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms was collected. As stated previously, the algorithms were run 100 times each to obtain statistical significance and it is the mean, standard deviation, lower and upper quartiles, minimum, maximum and sum that Table 7.11 shows. It can be noticed that when using the standard parameters, particularly for the SA and HC algorithms, the mean fitness is much higher (0.60 and 0.63) compared with the (0.007 and 0.002) of the DE and PSO algorithms. Consequently, the sum values are higher as can be seen at the end of the table.

The statistical data is shown in graphical form in the following figures. Each figure shows the results for the DE, SA, HC and PSO methods, and each one has been optimized with one of the four meta-optimizers (PS, LUS, DE and PSO). The figure consists of a graph with the mean of 100 runs of each fitness function over the number of iterations. It also presents three box plots corresponding to the standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized results. The box plot was found to be a convenient way of graphically depicting the fitness function. In this case, the box plot has the following features:

- The top and bottom of each box are the Q1 and Q3 which are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the samples, respectively.
- The whiskers are lines extending above and below each box. Whiskers are drawn from the ends of the interquartile ranges to the furthest observations within the whisker length.
- Observations beyond the whisker length are marked with a red + sign and are known as outliers. In this study, an outlier is a value that is more than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from the top or bottom of the box.

Figures 7.8, 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show the results for the Differential Evolution method when using parameters meta-optimized with the LUS algorithm with 200 iterations. It can be observed that the hand-tuned parameters obtain a better mean fitness function value compared to the standard parameters. Moreover, the meta-optimized parameters achieve lower values still. On the other hand it can
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std.Dev.</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard</strong></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
<td>0.7586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.6081</td>
<td>0.2179</td>
<td>0.5834</td>
<td>0.7417</td>
<td>0.1049</td>
<td>0.9607</td>
<td>60.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.6374</td>
<td>0.2330</td>
<td>0.9456</td>
<td>0.7652</td>
<td>0.1280</td>
<td>0.9741</td>
<td>63.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.2147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hand-tuned</strong></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.0496</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td>0.0820</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>0.1128</td>
<td>4.9628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
<td>1.0948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.0899</td>
<td>0.0327</td>
<td>0.0668</td>
<td>0.1182</td>
<td>0.0214</td>
<td>0.1831</td>
<td>8.9945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0819</td>
<td>0.8654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PS meta-optimized</strong></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.1785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.2176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.2580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>0.2378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUS meta-optimized</strong></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.1501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.3441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.0862</td>
<td>0.0302</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
<td>0.0606</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.1809</td>
<td>8.6174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.2365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DE meta-optimized</strong></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.1703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.2578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.0903</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>0.1437</td>
<td>0.0231</td>
<td>0.1628</td>
<td>9.0349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>0.2374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PSO meta-optimized</strong></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.1664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.2366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.0885</td>
<td>0.0300</td>
<td>0.1238</td>
<td>0.0575</td>
<td>0.0147</td>
<td>0.1540</td>
<td>8.8451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>0.2469</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.11: Statistics of 100 runs of the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms when using the standard and hand-tuned parameters as well as those obtained by meta-optimization using the PS, LUS, DE and PSO algorithms. The problem to be solved was a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.
also be seen in the box plots that there is a significant variation in each of the 100 runs when using the standard parameters. The hand-tuned box plot shows better progress and more regularity in the quartiles compared with the standard results. The meta-optimized box plot looks similar to the hand-tuned one, but a closer look shows that there is even less variance in the data after 120 iterations. Lastly it can be seen that the four meta-optimizers performed very similar to each other as can be seen on noted by comparing the four figures.

The results obtained when running the Simulated Annealing over 100 times are shown in Figures 7.12, 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 for meta-optimizers PS, LUS, DE and PSO respectively. The fitness function graph shows similar results to those for the DE algorithm in that the mean values for the meta-optimized results are better compared to those obtained with the standard and hand-tuned parameters. It can also be observed in the box plots that there is a great variation in the different runs when using the standard parameters. The hand-tuned results show much better progress in terms of variation and a desired decrease in the fitness function values with every iteration. The box plot for the meta-optimized parameters shows more regularity as depicted in the quartiles, especially after 120 iterations when there are almost no outliers (marked with a red + sign), unlike the hand-tuned results. Finally, as observed previously, there is no great difference between meta-optimizers. The PS, LUS, DE and PSO algorithms were able to meta-optimize the problems in a similar manner.

A different situation can be observed in Figures 7.16, 7.17, 7.18 and 7.19 where the Hill Climb algorithm was tested. The mean fitness function graph shows little difference between the fitness values obtained by the algorithm using hand-tuned parameters and with meta-optimized ones. Although the exception is when using the PS meta-optimizer as can be seen in Figure 7.17. One possible explanation for this is that the number of meta-iterations in the particular case of the Hill Climb algorithms was set to 40 as shown previously in Table 7.3. As explained before, the number of meta-optimizations was decided according to the total number of parameters to be meta-optimized. In the case of HC, there are only two parameters $r$ and $D$, so the meta-optimizers performed only 40 meta-iterations compared to 60 and 80 in the case of the DE, SA and PSO.
Finally, the Particle Swarm Optimization was also run for 100 times and the results are shown in Figures 7.20, 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23. It can be observed that the fitness values obtained with the meta-optimized parameters are better compared to those produced by the standard and hand-tuned ones. Although, unlike the case when meta-optimizing the Simulated Annealing algorithm, the values from the standard PSO parameters show some grade of consistency. This is due to the extensive research [86, 101] that has been carried out to obtain these parameters. Although the hand-tuned parameters calculated in this thesis are able to obtain more regularity between different runs as can be seen in the box plots, this demonstrates that the selection of parameters when using optimization techniques depends greatly on the particular problem that is being solved.
Figure 7.8: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the DE method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PS for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.9: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the DE method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with LUS for 200 iterations.
Figure 7.10: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the DE method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with DE for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.11: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the DE method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PSO for 200 iterations.
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Figure 7.12: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the SA method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PS for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.13: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the SA method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with LUS for 200 iterations.
Figure 7.14: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the SA method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with DE for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.15: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the SA method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PSO for 200 iterations.
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Figure 7.16: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the HC method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PS for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.17: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the HC method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with LUS for 200 iterations.
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Figure 7.18: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the HC method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with DE for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.19: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the HC method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PSO for 200 iterations.
Figure 7.20: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the PSO method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PS for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.21: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the PSO method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with LUS for 200 iterations.
Figure 7.22: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the PSO method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with DE for 200 iterations.

Figure 7.23: Mean fitness after 100 runs of the PSO method and quartiles using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. Meta-optimization with PSO for 200 iterations.
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7.5 Geometry Synthesis and Meta-optimization

In Chapter 4, the importance of the spatial position of antenna elements in an antenna array was stressed. It was explained that the radiation pattern was affected by displacing the antenna elements in such a way that it was possible to reduce sidelobe levels while preserving the gain. It is also possible to place nulls at the direction of undesired signals, thus reducing interference. In this section, meta-optimization techniques are employed to synthesis the antenna array geometry in order to obtain minimum sidelobe levels and null control.

The methods used for antenna array synthesis can be classified into two categories: deterministic and stochastic. The deterministic methods include analytical methods and semi-analytical methods. The deterministic methods in general are computationally time consuming as the number of elements in the array increases [102]. On the other hand, stochastic methods are nowadays very commonly used in electromagnetics [29, 77, 103]. Stochastic methods have the ability to deal with large number of optimization parameters, escaping from local minima and are easy to implement. Amongst others, the PSO algorithm has been extensively used for antenna synthesis in recent years [78].

In particular, different variations of the PSO have been employed in the area of antenna synthesis. In [15], Khodier formulated a fitness function used by the PSO to obtain minimum sidelobe levels and null control by calculating the area under the curve of the desired array pattern. The distance between antenna elements of a linear antenna array was optimized and the results were compared with the QPM (Quadratic Programming Method) technique. This concept was later used in [104] where the synthesis was carried out for planar arrays and in [83] for circular arrays. Other similar work is presented in [105] where different evolutionary optimization techniques were used to reduce sidelobe levels of circular arrays. In addition, modifications to the PSO algorithm were proposed, namely the NPSO in [106] and IPSO in [107].

In this thesis, the approach proposed by Khodier in [15] has been studied and the meta-optimization techniques explained in this chapter were applied to the same antenna problem. This was done in order to compare the performance of the PSO algorithm when using meta-optimized parameters to obtain desired
antenna geometry which presents minimum sidelobe levels as well as null control. The problem to be solved is the second example in [15] which consists of a 28-element linear array designed for SLL suppression in the region \([0^\circ, 180^\circ]\) and prescribed nulls at \(55^\circ, 57.5^\circ, 50^\circ, 120^\circ, 122.5^\circ\) and \(125^\circ\). To achieve this, the following function is used to evaluate the fitness:

\[
Fitness = \sum_i \frac{1}{\Delta \phi_i} \int_{\phi_{li}}^{\phi_{ui}} |AF(\phi)|^2 d\phi + \sum_k |AF(\phi_k)|^2
\]  

(7.1)

where \([\phi_{li}, \phi_{ui}]\) are the spatial regions in which the SLL is suppressed, in this case from \(0^\circ\) to \(180^\circ\). \(\Delta \phi_i = \phi_{ui} - \phi_{li}\), and \(\phi_k\) are the directions of the nulls.

After the meta-optimization process, the parameters found for the PSO are: \(NP = 30, \omega = 0.130108, c_1 = 0.470517\) and \(c_2 = 1.846860\). These parameters are then used by the PSO to optimize the antenna synthesis problem. The results of the optimization are shown in Table 7.12 and are the vectors corresponding to the distances of each antenna element to the array centre. The resulting antenna pattern is shown in Figure 7.24. It can be noted that lower sidelobe levels can be achieved when using the meta-optimized parameters.

### 7.6 Summary

In this chapter, a technique called meta-optimization was investigated. Meta-optimization consists of employing a second optimization algorithm to find good behavioural parameters for a given technique. The meta-landscapes for different optimization schemes were presented and it was concluded that the problem of finding better parameters was relatively simple when using non-complex algorithms like PS and LUS. Experiments were carried out in which an antenna problem was solved by using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. The results showed a better progress in terms of the number of iterations as well as consistency in the values of fitness functions. Lastly, an antenna synthesis problem was solved using meta-optimized parameters and, as shown in Figure 7.24, it was found that the PSO algorithm achieved lower sidelobe levels compared to those presented in previous publications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>HC</th>
<th>PSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±4.5128</td>
<td>±0.3939</td>
<td>±1.4721</td>
<td>±10.4606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.4812</td>
<td>±0.4617</td>
<td>±2.9556</td>
<td>±2.4202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.1890</td>
<td>±0.6020</td>
<td>±0.5566</td>
<td>±3.4554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±5.3423</td>
<td>±5.4917</td>
<td>±6.6317</td>
<td>±0.4973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±3.1387</td>
<td>±6.5322</td>
<td>±7.5646</td>
<td>±5.4815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±5.3044</td>
<td>±7.5120</td>
<td>±8.5087</td>
<td>±5.4815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.3947</td>
<td>±8.4933</td>
<td>±9.3629</td>
<td>±9.3629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±2.3478</td>
<td>±9.3629</td>
<td>±11.6127</td>
<td>±8.4933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±3.2775</td>
<td>±11.6605</td>
<td>±11.4007</td>
<td>±3.0447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±13.8881</td>
<td>±12.6884</td>
<td>±12.7413</td>
<td>±14.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>±2.2992</th>
<th>±0.4817</th>
<th>±10.4897</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.3241</td>
<td>±0.7776</td>
<td>±7.2276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.3000</td>
<td>±3.1200</td>
<td>±8.8775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±5.3531</td>
<td>±2.3531</td>
<td>±13.3336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±4.4046</td>
<td>±3.5035</td>
<td>±2.9846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>±0.5102</th>
<th>±1.5000</th>
<th>±2.4958</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.4812</td>
<td>±0.5000</td>
<td>±4.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.5566</td>
<td>±1.4721</td>
<td>±6.6020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.5566</td>
<td>±2.4617</td>
<td>±0.5566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±11.3881</td>
<td>±3.4554</td>
<td>±6.6317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±5.3423</td>
<td>±1.1710</td>
<td>±7.5646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±3.1387</td>
<td>±8.5087</td>
<td>±8.5030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±5.3044</td>
<td>±11.6127</td>
<td>±9.5126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±3.2775</td>
<td>±11.4007</td>
<td>±10.5356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±13.8881</td>
<td>±12.6884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>±2.2992</th>
<th>±0.4817</th>
<th>±10.4897</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±0.3241</td>
<td>±0.7776</td>
<td>±7.2276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.3000</td>
<td>±3.1200</td>
<td>±8.8775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±5.3531</td>
<td>±2.3531</td>
<td>±13.3336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±4.4046</td>
<td>±3.5035</td>
<td>±2.9846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.12:** 16-element linear antenna array geometry obtained with the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms using the meta-optimized parameters calculated by the PS, LUS, DE and PSO meta-optimizers. Each value corresponds to the distance of each element to the centre of the array with respect to λ.
Figure 7.24: Lower sidelobe levels obtained with meta-optimized parameters compared with Khodier’s results [15]. A 28-element array with SLL suppression region of $[0^\circ, 180^\circ]$ and prescribed nulls at $55^\circ$, $57.5^\circ$, $60^\circ$, $120^\circ$, $122.5^\circ$ and $125^\circ$. 
Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions

8.1 Introduction

The focus of this thesis has been to investigate the effectiveness of bio-inspired optimization algorithms for controlling smart antennas. This investigation was carried out by analysing, testing and comparing the different antenna array geometries. Measurements of directivity, half-power beamwidth and sidelobe levels as well as frequency response were obtained. The feasibility of using bio-inspired algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithms to obtain an optimal antenna radiation pattern for a given problem was studied. The process of digitally shifting the phase weights was investigated as well as different approaches to computing the appropriate fitness function. A comparison of different optimization algorithms was carried out in terms of fitness function evaluations. Moreover, study of the impact of initial parameters on the ability of optimization algorithms applied to smart antennas was presented. This has paved the way to establish the best configuration parameters to enhance the efficiency and efficacy of bio-inspired algorithms for adaptive arrays.

The following sections present a summary of the work carried out in this thesis followed by the conclusions derived from the research presented herein. Finally, guidelines for future work are provided.
8.2 Summary

In recent years, wireless communications technologies have grown in such a manner that new adaptive techniques are required to reduce the effects of interference. The use of smart antennas in mobile devices can help eliminate co-channel interference and multi-access interference among other problems. These kind of antennas are able to radiate power towards a desired direction and simultaneously avoid interference by reducing power in other directions.

One way to control the antenna radiation pattern is to modify the antenna geometry in such a way that a desired beam is created. The design of antennas benefits from modern simulation software tools that allow the exploration of different antenna configurations. In Chapter 4, a geometric modification to the conventional uniform circular antenna array was proposed. The modification consisted in placing one of the antenna elements at the centre of the array. It was shown that, given the appropriate phase shift to this central element, the antenna directivity was increased while the half-power beamwidth angle was reduced. This resulted in better capability of transmitting the maximum power towards the desired direction and of avoiding unwanted signals. It was also observed that the sidelobe levels of the radiation pattern were lower than those of the conventional circular antenna array.

Throughout this thesis, it has been noted that in order for an antenna system to be “smart”, a sophisticated signal processing control is needed. Due to the impressive development of computers, the application of optimization algorithms to antenna problems has become feasible. Bio-inspired algorithms like Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization are being applied to adapt the response of an antenna array in order to reject interference. These techniques have proven to be successful in the antenna array arena, from the physical design of antenna elements to beamforming on large antenna arrays. The application of these optimization algorithms to control the characteristics of the antenna pattern have been employed in Chapters 5 and 7. Chapter 5 focuses on the application of the Particle Swarm Optimization method to obtain a set of phase shift weights to be used in an adaptive antenna array. These weights allow the system to maximize the power of the main beam in a desired direction while reducing interference by
placing nulls toward jammers. The results obtained by the PSO algorithms were compared with those produced by the conventional Genetic Algorithm. It was observed that the PSO achieves better and more consistent radiation patterns. In addition, the total number of fitness function evaluations was lower for the PSO. This suggests an advantage in terms of computational cost as the function evaluation represents a high percentage of the total performance.

Chapter 6 proposed a similar use of Particle Swarm Optimization for beamforming but the criteria for selecting weights was changed. The fitness function used the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. Also in this chapter, the antenna configuration was changed to a uniform rectangular array. The weights were optimized by maximizing the SINR which causes an increase in power toward the desired direction and a decrease in the direction of interferers. A standard Genetic Algorithm was also programmed to use this fitness function and the results were compared to those from the PSO.

In Chapter 7, the importance of choosing the right initial optimization parameters was stressed. A technique called meta-optimization was introduced which consists of employing a second optimization layer to find the best behavioural parameters for a given algorithm. This technique, also called super-optimization or meta-evolution had not previously been used for antenna optimization problems so its feasibility had to be proven. To accomplish this, the meta-landscapes for different optimization algorithms solving an antenna problem were obtained. A series of experiments was carried out in order to compare the algorithm performance when using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. In the case of the PSO algorithm, the change in velocity and position was studied in order to observe the behaviour of the particles. It was found that the particles converged faster when using the meta-optimized parameters compared with the velocities achieved with the standard and hand-tuned parameters. Furthermore, an antenna synthesis problem was also tackled using meta-optimization. Several meta-optimizers were used to find the best parameters that configured the PSO algorithm so as to find the optimum distances between elements in a problem presented previously by other researchers.
8.3 Conclusions

This thesis has investigated the geometrical characteristics of uniform circular antenna arrays and how they affect the overall radiation pattern. This was carried out by analysing different antenna configurations. A geometric modification to the conventional uniform circular antenna array was proposed in which one of the antenna elements is placed at the centre of the array. In Chapter 4, measurements of directivity, half-power beamwidth and sidelobe levels were performed and it was found that the radiation pattern can be modified in such a way that the directivity is increased while the half-power beamwidth angle is reduced. The result is a better capability of transmitting in the desired direction and avoiding unwanted signals. In the same chapter it was also observed that the sidelobe levels of the radiation pattern were lower than the ones of the conventional circular antenna array which also helps to avoid interference. It was concluded that, to obtain the best trade-off, the circular array should be conformed by 6 antenna elements, which is the configuration that shows better directivity and reduced half-power beamwidth.

Furthermore, this work focused on the feasibility of using bio-inspired algorithms to control adaptive antenna arrays. Algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithm were used to obtain the optimal antenna radiation pattern for a given problem. A comparison between these two algorithms was carried out and the results show that the PSO achieves better and more consistent radiation patterns than those of the GA. It was also observed that the total number of fitness function evaluations is lower for the PSO, which suggests an advantage in terms of performance as the function evaluation tends to have higher computational cost. Furthermore, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio was used in these algorithms as part of the fitness function. The Particle Swarm Optimization method was used to generate a set of array weights to configure a planar rectangular array. These weights were optimized in order to maximize the power towards a desired direction whilst minimizing in the direction of interferers. A standard Genetic Algorithm was also studied and the results show that the PSO performs better in terms of the total number of fitness function evaluations. This suggests an advantage in performance as the fitness
function tends to have a high computational cost. It was also observed that the PSO obtains on average lower sidelobe levels which are desirable to avoid interference. In addition, the gain levels in the direction of nulls were computed and it was found that the PSO produces lower values than those of the GA.

Finally, this thesis investigated strategies that enhanced the effectiveness of the optimization algorithm. It was found that the selection of the right initial optimization parameters was of importance in order to obtain better results. A technique called meta-optimization was used to find the best behavioural parameters for a given antenna problem. As this technique has never been applied to antenna optimization, a series of experiments was carried out to study the feasibility of this approach. Meta-landscapes for different optimization schemes were presented and it was concluded that the problem of finding better parameters was relatively simple when using non-complex algorithms like PS and LUS. Experiments were carried out in which an antenna problem was solved by using standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized parameters. The results showed better progress in terms of the number of iterations as well as consistency in the values of fitness functions. A classical problem in antenna synthesis was also studied, namely the use of Particle Swarm Optimization for linear array synthesis with minimum sidelobe and null control. A set of optimization parameters was obtained and used to configure the PSO algorithm to calculate the distance between elements for the mentioned linear array. It was found that the meta-optimized PSO outperformed the results found in the literature. The present thesis provides a better understanding of the configuration parameters used by different optimization algorithms when solving adaptive antenna array problems.

8.4 Future Work

At the conclusion of this thesis, there are issues that still need further investigation:

- This work focused on the maximization of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio as the criteria used by the optimization algorithms. However, other avenues can be investigated in order to expand into a real world
application where additional information can be obtained. Transmission power, Bit-Error-Rate and Quality of Service amongst others are parameters that can be used in addition to the SINR. Furthermore, it is necessary to consider different scenarios such as multi-path interference and other background noise models in order to approximate the experiments to real situations.

- The algorithms used in this thesis were the “standard” ones, in other words, the basic versions. This leaves a lot of possible avenues open to developments in terms of using the more advanced and optimized versions. In particular, there are several versions of the PSO algorithm that have been adapted to solve antenna problems, for example the improved PSO presented in [107] and the Enhanced PSO (EPSO) described in [108] among others [39, 109]. In future work, these versions can be meta-optimized and their performance compared with each other.

- For performance reasons, the simulations carried out in this thesis for meta-optimization were limited to linear arrays. With the appropriate computational power, larger configurations of antennas could be tested.
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7.9 Standard, hand-tuned and meta-optimized Particle Swarm Optimization parameters used to solve the 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.

7.10 Antenna weights vectors obtained with the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms using the meta-optimized parameters calculated by the PS, LUS, DE and PSO meta-optimizers.

7.11 Statistics of 100 runs of the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms when using the standard and hand-tuned parameters as well as those obtained by meta-optimization using the PS, LUS, DE and PSO algorithms. The problem to be solved was a 16-element linear antenna array with a main lobe at 0° and nulls at 30°, 60° and -45°.
7.12 16-element linear antenna array geometry obtained with the DE, SA, HC and PSO algorithms using the meta-optimized parameters calculated by the PS, LUS, DE and PSO meta-optimizers. Each value corresponds to the distance of each element to the centre of the array with respect to λ.
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